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Legend of Colors
Anonymous

As in his shallow pan 
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering 

from the muddy sand and rubble 
the precious, golden 

flecks, the colors of his avid 
searching; so

the authors of the following 
pages have aspired to distill 

from the drear and commonplace 
dross of raw reality and everyday 

experience of their colors, transmuted through 
literary experience into the gold of transcendent 

self-expression.
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SHORT STORIES



The Things We Do for Survival

Isabella Minudri

His face was broken. He was sure of it. Peeling his eyes open, the man discovered that he 

was lying prostrate with one arm caught beneath his body and something ripping into his cheek. 

Moving seemed out of the question, and a groan echoed from his throat. He was facing away 

from the sun but judging from the chill he could feel crawling over him, he’d already been lying 

there for several hours. With a deep breath and gritted teeth, the man rolled onto his back. His 

neck felt fine, and his back was sore but in one piece, so he sat up gingerly to assess the damage.

The arm he’d landed on was still bent awkwardly. He lifted it, pushed out in an attempt to 

straighten it, and doubled over, cradling it. “Fuck!” he screamed to the valley. Holding his arm 

was painful, but letting it go was worse, and the burning sensation throbbed like it needed to 

escape the confines of his skin. He sat there for what felt like hours, clenching his eyes shut. The 

burning slowly turned white and numb, giving way just enough to remind him of his other 

injuries. Blood was still streaming down his cheek and soaking into his shirt from the rock that 

his face had landed on, and the seam of his jeans was ripped just enough to show where bone had 

detached from his ankle. Broken ribs for sure, at least a couple.

A little at a time, pieces of the accident found their way through the murky fog in his 

brain. He’d been on his motorcycle. There was frost on the road, and he’d been speeding—no.

He almost never went more than five over the limit. He rubbed his forehead gingerly. A red

tailed hawk soared through his memory for a split second, but its relevance to the accident, he 

couldn’t remember. He’d fallen over the side of a steep hill, that much he knew for sure. He 

shook his head. His body creaked in the cold, and his mouth was dry. Nausea clogged his throat. 

He needed to find water, and soon.

Turning his head as far as he could without moving anything else, the man gazed up at 

the darkening sky and the hill behind him, calculating. It would take at least seventy steps to 

reach the top of the hill with no broken bones, but in his condition? Maybe two hundred. If he 

could make it to the road before the sun was gone, he might survive this. Without the sun, he 

might as well throw himself down the hill again.
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The man moved his uninjured arm behind him, placing his hand against a sturdy rock, 

and flattened his shoes on the ground as best he could. Biting his tongue, he pushed up from the 

ground in one forceful motion and found himself wobbling, but standing nonetheless. Pain 

ripped through his skull, his organs resentful of the movement. He closed his eyes and waited foi 

the feeling to pass, and then took a shaky step up the hill.

His knee immediately buckled. The man collapsed in an awkward heap upon the rocks 

again, searing heat shivering through his left leg. He shoved his knuckles into his dry mouth and 

bit down hard. He didn’t have enough energy to scream. Even breathing seemed difficult, and he 

hadn’t made it a single step. He grabbed his injured leg and positioned it so that it was straight 

out in front of him, and when his hand came away from the back of his jeans, it was covered in 

dark, sticky blood. His breath coming in pants, he felt the back of his knee carefully, fingers 

prodding. There—a gash at the top of his calf, narrow but clearly very deep.

“Oh god,” he whispered, half-moaning. “Oh god.” Forcing calm into his thudding pulse, 

the man searched for something to bind his leg. He was too far from the road to scream for 

help—that much was obvious. He looked down at his leather jacket. He had a fleece-lined 

sweater beneath it, but nothing under that, and he was already freezing. The one time a cotton t- 

shirt really would have come in handy and he had decided not to wear one.

He kicked out with his good leg in frustration. Little rocks tumbled down the hill, the 

sound echoing around him like they were boulders. But then he remembered something—he’d 

put on two pairs of socks that morning since his feet were always unbearably cold when he was 

on his bike. With shaking hands, he unlaced his shoe and peeled off the top sock. The sock 

beneath it was soaked in sweat, so he shoved his foot back into the shoe in an effort to keep his 

toes from going numb too soon. The sock in his hands he stretched out as much as he could and 

then wrapped it tightly just below his knee, struggling to knot the ends together with his 

trembling fingers. It would be more effective under his jeans, but whatever he had cut himself or 

had ripped a pretty large hole in the fabric and the makeshift tourniquet doubled as a patch 

against the cold.

He had to get moving again. The sun was barely visible now, and he had a long way to 

go. He didn’t let himself think about what would happen once he made it to the road. In the time 

he had spent on the hillside, he hadn’t heard the rushing wind of a single car pass by above him.



The man blinked. His motorcycle. He hadn’t even thought about what had happened to it 

in his panic. Swiveling his head, he searched the hillside with squinted eyes, trying to distinguish 

metal from boulders and shrubbery in the dying light. Nothing below him seemed to resemble his 

bike. He struggled through his thoughts. When he’d awakened, he’d been lying sideways on the 

hill, and even the limbs that weren’t broken were still sore. He must’ve rolled...

Holding his breath, he shoved himself off of the ground once more, determined to stand. 

Once he’d caught his balance, he took small, ginger steps in a half-circle until he was facing 

uphill again. The air was silent. Slowly, the man moved his gaze across the landscape, afraid of 

what he would see. And then, there it was. About ten feet from the road his motorcycle lay atop a 

pile of rocks and dirt, as if it had slid down the hill and had been stopped by its own force. He 

shifted his gaze a little higher and saw the shimmering guardrail, curving gently along the 

highway, no sign of where he’d crashed into it and flipped the bike over the hill.

His pulse roared into his ears. He should be dead. “I should be dead,” he said to the 

boulders, as if to make sure they wouldn’t respond. “How am I not dead?”

“Don’t ask questions you can’t have the answers to,” came a deep, wavering voice from 

behind him. The man started, then froze. The inside of his head felt like it was filled with cotton. 

He clenched his eyes shut.

“Well? Are you going to lean on me and start gettin’ up this hill or what?”

His eyes snapped open. Someone was definitely speaking to him, and they were closer 

this time. He turned to his left. Sure enough, the speaker stood a few feet away in hiking boots 

and a flannel, eyebrows raised.

The man shuddered, opened his cracked lips, and whispered, “Dad?”

Huffing in annoyance, the older man climbed the last few steps uphill and ducked under 

his son’s arm, gripping him tightly to his side. “Quit gawking,” he muttered. “You ain’t gonna 

make it if you leave your mouth hangin’ open like that.”

Together, the two of them stepped gingerly around rocks and tumbleweeds, one 

beginning to shiver violently as the cold crept over the hillside, the other strong and silent and 

neither providing warmth for his son nor adding to the quickly freezing temperatures.

With his ankle broken and pulsing, the injured man focused his breathing. Inhale, exhale. 

Inhale. Nausea threatened at the edges of his vision, and the cotton in his brain only seemed to be 

multiplying. Each labored step was more painful than the last. They’d only gained about ten feet
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before his legs gave out entirely and he felt himself collapsing, falling away from his support. 

Through blurry, darkening eyes he could see his father’s mouth moving, hands pulling at him 

helplessly, but the roaring in his ears grew and grew until it silenced the world.

When he came to, the only light still visible was peeking over the trees on the 

surrounding hills. His mouth was sandpaper and iron, bloody as if he’d bitten down on his 

tongue too hard. Thoughts entered his mind in slow motion, coupled with renewed pain. He 

must’ve passed out, but for how long? A minute? Thirty?

“Dad,” he croaked, “how long—” He squinted to the left, swiveled his head to the right. 

“How long have I—” He stopped, panic setting in. “Dad?”

The rocks were quiet once more. He swallowed hard, trying not to breathe too hard for 

the piercing discomfort of his broken ribs. Eyes clenched shut, the man searched his foggy 

memories. His dad had been there—he had to have been there. But he was going to have to get 

up and try again on his own.

He didn’t think about it this time. Rolling gently onto his stomach, he flattened his good 

hand on the dirt and shoved upwards, forcing himself onto his feet. He’d forgotten about his 

ankle, and a scream echoed down the face of the hill and ricocheted off the trees before he 

realized it was coming from his own mouth. Whimpering, he picked his bad leg off the ground 

and took a shaky hop forward. Then another. And another. When he wobbled, he gritted his teet 

and set his injured foot on the ground for a moment to regain his balance, fighting tears.

Twenty feet this time—not much, but it was progress. He bent his knees and sat hard. 

“Just a few minutes,” he said aloud. “I’ll keep going, I promise.”

Something brushed past his ear. He blinked, then focused on the shape moving across th 

rocks toward him. The darkness revealed a large bird, intelligent eyes glimmering. She hopped 

closer and closer, then lifted one leg and continued, mimicking the man’s progress. Once she ha 

sidled up next to him, she stopped and lay down.

The man stared, fascinated by the brown and red feathers tickling his pant leg. Then he 

scoffed. “First my dad, now a bird? Maybe you could send something helpful, like my mother,” 

he said to no one in particular. He reached down and stroked the bird once, lightly, and when sh 

didn’t frighten, he let his palm rest on the bird’s back. Suddenly, she fluttered her wings and 

stood, facing him. The man watched as she hopped a few steps away, fluttered back and gently 

pecked his arm, and then hopped further away.
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He rolled his eyes. “Shit. Fine. I’m coming.”

For what felt like the millionth time, he convinced his legs to straighten. Following the 

bird, he hopped forward on his good leg and allowed the broken one to drag just enough to keep 

him stable.

After a minute the bird took flight, floating in wide circles just over the man’s head. As 

night arrived, the only indication that she hadn’t left him was the whoosh as she passed above 

him again and again. The road was nearing, as was his damaged bike, which was losing its 

reflective gleam as it began to frost over. The man shivered and found that he was almost 

grateful for the cold as his broken bones numbed.

He talked to the bird as he stumbled along, knowing that if he stopped he would lay down 

on the freezing ground and never get up again.

“Motorcycle cost me... all of my savings on it. What good it did me? Cheaper than a 

car...If I take it in, they’d fix it, right? It’s prob’ly fiiiine. Just cold. I’m cold. Ifl wasn’ 

distracted by that hawk, I’d.. .I’d be in.. .I’d—”

His incohesive monologue slowed, as did his forward motion. He stared into the air, 

catching glimpses of the bird as it neared him and circled away. “The hawk. You’re a hawk, 

aren’t you? A red-tailed hawk. A fucking red-tailed....” The man felt anger rising up in his 

throat, overpowering the nausea that had been sitting there for hours. He chased after his murky 

memories: the cold morning air, the quiet highway, the hawk flying above the hill, the guardrail, 

his hands leaving the handlebars—

“YOU’RE the reason I’m in this mess! I could be dead right now, DEAD, and it would 

be YOUR fault!”

Now he was breathing too hard, and his ears were beginning to roar with blood again. 

Gasping, he cradled his head in his uninjured hand, tremors starting in his neck and rippling 

down his limbs. He’d been distracted by the hawk before the crash, but why? It was just a bird, 

he’d seen thousands of birds, he’d seen millions of birds, so why...

His head snapped up. Red-tailed hawks were his mother’s favorite bird. She always 

stopped to watch them, always gripped his arm excitedly when she saw the brief red flash in the 

air. They were the one thing she’d obsessed over in her last few months before cancer replaced 

what was left of her exhausted organs.
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The hawk tightened her graceful circles and darted right over his shoulder, startling him 

as she nipped quickly at his ear. She was a gift, probably. The spirit of his mother in soft, dry 

feathers.

Salt water stained the man’s raw cheeks, slipped between his lips, coated his tongue. A 

red-tailed hawk. It was just like his mother to be so subtle in such an obvious way. She must’ve 

known it would take him a minute to understand. He let out a shallow sigh, which became a quiet 

laugh.

“Good one, Mom.”
Coming up behind him, the hawk flapped her wings and pressed her beak into the back of 

his head, nudging him further up the hill. He let the power in her little body propel him and 

stepped forward with determination, the guardrail almost within reach. Silently now, he focused 

on matching each exhale with the step-drag, comforted by his mother’s presence.
Lights. Lights, he realized excitedly. A car was coming around the bend in the road, the 

first one since he’d crashed. Quickening his steps, he reached out with his good hand, desperate 

to grip the railing. Step-drag, step-drag, step-drag, almost there, step—
Pain ripped through his leg and up into his brain as his foot caught on a rock and twisted. 

Blackness closed in and he fell forward, his chest hitting metal before his pain became a dream.

A face, fading into view—flannel. Dad? A woman’s voice. “Hi, yes, we’re on Highway 

95 and there is a man here on the side of the road. Oh god... yes, he’s badly injured. Honey, is he 

bieedi—yes, YES, he’s bleeding, oh god please send someone, please hurry...”

“.. .two, three, lift!” White pain, white like sea foam, crashing in. “Get him in the 

ambulance, let’s MOVE people...” Grunting, faint beeping.. .then nothing.

Sleep.
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Lost Soul

Reid Rowsey

It was mid morning and the hot, dry, Martian air cruised lightly across the landscape and hit 

Salem in the face, drying his dark brown eyes as he stared across the few bits of wreckage that 

hadn’t been salvaged after the huge battle sometime in the recent months. His short hair, tussled 

by the wind, matched his coyote brown net scarf flowing behind him. Wearing brick red pants 

with metal knee pads built into them and coupled with his EVA brand camouflage jacket from 

Earth, the nineteen year old was warm to say the least. Overlooking the valley below in silence, 

he calmly observed two Lancers recovering several destroyed pieces of equipment illegally. 

Salem was a hired gun, a mercenary, who was contracted to get rid of anyone who came to steal 

any of the remaining gear, regardless of its condition. Getting rid of them could be accomplished 

in any way: his new employer didn’t care, he said, “Kill em, gut em, eat em, whatever you need 

to do. You just make sure my debris stays safe.”

Salem had taken the contract since he was trying to gain acceptance into The Cult of 

Barbatos. The cult was making waves in the Martian economy. They had power, authority, and 

they were recruiting people non-stop into their religion. It wasn’t just a religion though, they had 

the capability to shift nearly anything into their favor politically. It was an oddity that they came 

to him or even found him since Salem hadn’t heard they sought anyone other than politicians, 

business CEO’s, and figures in power. He kept a low profile and took jobs few and far between 

one another but kept himself fed. They had offered him a home, a place to belong, a steady and 

exceedingly generous paycheck, all to be their hitman if he would take this contract and slay at 

least one human. The cult didn’t have any Lancer pilots or Lancers themselves even. To Salem, 

that indicated a rapid shift that the worshippers were gaining even more power, possibly enough 

to take over Mars as a whole and even make the planet sovereign from Earth. He had the ability 

to join and with joining came power, a colossal amount of it. The thought made Salem smile and 

chuckle a little. “The things I could do" Salem uttered.

There were still dots of crushed Lancers across the terrain. It had been an hour since 

Salem had arrived to his position on the cliff and the newcomers had arrived forty-five minutes 

later. He had his own Lancer well hidden with camo netting nearly a mile away, out of range of 

any sensors that could have been there before he was. With a sigh, he reached into one of his
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pockets and pulled out a small, metal, blue, dented tin about the size of three fingers with a latch 

on the side. Flicking it open with his thumb and middle finger he revealed multiple sachets filled 

with tobacco and packed his gums with the loose, relaxing feeling he needed to give him the 

edge he desired for the upcoming fight.
Salem thought more about joining the cult, there were many benefits clearly, but he 

would have to continue this lifestyle. Always close to his own personal rapture. If he didn’t the 

cult would not let him simply walk away. It could be a bomb planted in his Lancer, a knife in his 

sleep, or even a simple drop of Red-Rock Adder poison in a glass of water that ended his life due 

to not joining. Alternatively, Salem could escape. He knew of a regular cargo ship that took a 

route through the asteroid belt to Earth. All he had to do was simply stow away and he would 

escape the fate of being a chained up animal unleashed only to kill.

The thirst-parching walk back to his own Lancer was not ideal in the heat on the 

cloudless day. Salem slung his own Oracle scoped, 12.7mm sniper rifle over his shoulder and 

started his long walk. To pass the time and distract him from the heat, he began reciting facts 

about the few things he had learned about Lancers when he used to be allowed to go to school, 

brief as the experience was, all the while returning to his own.

“Lancers are the way of warfare and killing now. They have been around as long as 

anyone can recall,” he quietly recited to the wind with a tone of slight grief. Continuing his quiet 

ramble silently, he recollected how these humanoid, mechanized suits, which stood sixty feet 

tall, were perfectly under control of the pilot in the chest cockpit. They had armor plating that 

had durability against massive firearms and enormous melee weapons. Most of them had rapid 

fire boosters that were installed in the hips, backpack, shoulders, and feet which made them 

extremely agile both in space and gravity affected environments. The boosters were also the 

reason immense melee weapons were forged, since shooting moving targets is tricky. Lancers 

had a phenomenal power source—a special reactor named after their creator, Ahab, which had a 

shelf life of nearly five-millennia and fueled everything except the boosters. Lancers had 

revolutionized war.
Finally, arriving at his Lancer, Salem gave it a quick inspection while pulling off the 

camo netting. It was a Regin-Glaze, a newer and younger model that stood a few feet shorter 

than the other 45 models of Lancers, but was made of a more durable alloy. Nearly two months 

prior, Salem painted the armor brick red to blend into Mars’s terrain. It felt odd to him painting
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it; he was so used to the many dents, scratches, and dings of his old white and blue paint scheme. 

He felt as if he was shedding a skin like one of the snakes from Earth that he had seen in a book.

Salem knew he wanted to add more character to his Lancer too. One day he got a wild 

hair and painted a massive stencil of a neon green hawk snatching a serpent across the left 

shoulder pauldron, signifying his last name, Hawke, and indicating his fighting prowess. He 

decided to name his Lancer “Aim” after the demon duke of Hell, who ruled thirty legions of 

demons, told the future, had mythical influential magic on anyone with the slightest drop of 

darkness in their heart, and could pacify enemies by ripping out their life force. It had a catchy 

ring to it, and was fairly scary sounding over the radio, probably. “Or at least off-putting when I 

snipe.” Salem said to the new gust. The cult even heard that Salem named his Lancer after a 

demon somehow. They said something along the lines of, “We see you have come to the 

darkness” which caught him off guard. Which made him realize he was a candidate, Salem 

thought with a grin to the bright sun overhead shining down, while getting his canteen out for a 

drink. Pilots always named their Lancer for some personal reason,whether it was a memento to a 

fallen comrade, a symbol of a certain fear they had, an intimidation tactic, or anything else.

With a hollow stare at the ground, Salem knew he had to make a decision. Either kill and 

join The Cult of Barbatos or flee and come back to Earth. If he didn’t do what the cult wanted, 

they would know and the consequences were dire. If he were to run, his Lancer couldn’t be 

brought with him. There were multiple laws against Lancers even being close to Earth’s 

atmosphere unless you were part of the elite armed forces run by the nobles of humanities home 

planet. The suit that aided me through literal death Salem thought as he put a hand on Aim.

Wielding a 300mm sniper rifle, through Aim, Salem had racked up nearly twenty kills 

since he partnered up with it. After each kill, he put a neon green tick mark on Aim’s right 

shoulder pauldron. The sniper rifle could kill a Lancer and the pilots with a single well placed 

shot, since it was such a massive size, especially compared to most firearms they had.

Not long before he’d begun this mission, another pilot had asked, “Why neon green? That 

doesn’t exactly blend in for a sniper.”

Salem didn t have a good answer. He had picked the color because he liked it, even 

though it was common knowledge that a sniper should never wear neon green, especially on the 

red planet Mars. Thinking about his friend’s question sent him down an odd and unrelated path.

He started to consider himself and how he played a role in quickly ending many lives, more of
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which he would be ending more in the near and far future if he kept on this path. Salem debated 

how the neon green was the last bit of what those enemy pilots had left and he was the one to 

allow their existence to continue, even in this tiny way.

“I wish I could, but I can’t forget them, even if they were in my way,” Salem chimed 

with remorse, watching as Aim’s gleaming blue eyes caught the reflection of the neon green tick 

marks. There would be no response from Aim since it wasn’t conscious or sentient, but it felt 

nice having someone to talk to, almost like he had a real friend. Climbing in and sitting in the 

cockpit, Salem pressed a button on his right side console and the cockpit door shut with a 

whoosh! The air conditioning started up and Salem groaned happily with the cold air cooling him 

down. His Heads Up Display, or HUD, lit up on all of the screens in the cockpit showing him a 

perfect unobstructed 360° view of everything surrounding him outside of the Lancer, as if it was 

his own body. Aim roamed forward as Salem softly hit the throttle. Through habit, Salem’s eyes 

meandered over his booster gauge, the temperature outside and of the Lancer, armor integrity, 

and most importantly, the wind speed and direction.

After a short while he piloted Aim to lay down near the edge of the cliff and he crawled 

forward til he could overlook the entire valley below. The 100 meter cliff wall made a bowl-like 

shape encompassing the two Lancers who still were salvaging at the bottom of the valley. Salem 

guided Aim to draw his sniper rifle and sight in on the two Lancers. In the cockpit, his HUD 

showed the sight of what was directly through the scope on his main screen. An oval with three 

squares in it appeared near the bottom left side of his screen on the touch-panel which, he 

promptly hit.

Rolling Aim to its side so he could exit, Salem opened the cockpit and closed it behind 

him as he unslung his sniper rifle again. Laying down next to Aim, he quickly put in subsonic 

earplugs to protect his hearing and gazed through his Oracle scope. His Oracle and Aim’s Oracle 

scope were linked and by simply pressing a button on Salem’s scope one could essentially make 

Aim target a specific objective while the rifle’s user targeted the same or different target, 

synchronizing their shots.

Salem sighed as he stared at the two Lancers below. They looked a bit like junk already 

and one of them only had one camera eye lense left on the Lancer’s “head” but what could he 

do? People had been warned time and time again and there were plenty of signs posted that this 

was private and under contract. They were probably poor local scrappers that were just trying to
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survive and make a living that didn’t even have a remote possibility to escape their lives like he 

did.

As he zoomed in just a bit further on the Lancers he sighted perfectly on the cockpit and 

pressed the Oracle scopes oval with three squares button indicating Aim would maintain that 

exact target and adjust appropriately for wind speed, direction and enemy movement until Salem 

fired at whatever he chose to. Staring at the targets companion’s armor and sighted on the 

Lancer’s one remaining vision capability he paused, considering the brevity of life. The shot 

wasn’t a challenging task for Salem, he would fire and at the same time Aim would, killing the 

one pilot and blinding the other completely, giving them no escape.

Was it worth it, taking these lives for money? Was he a bad person for taking these kinds 

of jobs? He couldn’t stop thinking more than he had about mortality and his role in killing. Why 

should he kill these people? They were only taking some material thing that won’t mean 

anything at all in a year or so. Salem could get by on his own for the most part, he never felt like 

he belonged somewhere though. Setting his rifle down and lifting his head back up, he looked 

onto the vast horizon of Mars and debated, “The hirer wouldn’t even know if someone was here 

or not when I was. I could just say nobody came by. I’ve never had a home though. Barbatos 

would know, and I would have to leave right now. I could sell the Lancer to bribe anyone I 

needed to. I’d even get to breathe Earth’s air for the first time.”

“But I really need this for my pledge to the Cult of Barbatos,” Salem said in a somber 

tone. His eyes darkened as he looked back into his scope, before firing a single time while 

feeling the massive whirlwind, the subsonic thud, and hearing the low thump from Aim firing as 

well at its own target. Watching as the larger round tore through the armor plating of the 

Lancer’s chest, Salem winced at the pool of blood that coated the hole and painted everything 

near it lightly. He shifted to the now blind and scrambling remaining enemy and fired at it center 

mass. The next bullet hit the pelvis, disabling it completely. The enemy opened his cockpit 

rapidly and stepping out was a young man who started running in Salem’s direction. They were 

far apart, but the opposing pilot started firing a rifle he had towards him, angering Salem. He 

could have lain down and raised his arms in surrender. Salem didn’t have to let him go or kill 

him, but the pilot must realize he was doomed and could have asked for mercy. Salem’s fury 

grew like a hurricane as rounds peppered around him. He could easily move back five feet, get 

into Aim, and go take the pilot prisoner with no harm to him at all, but Aim’s will took over
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Salem. Getting into his Lancer, Salem allowed the tiny enemy bullets to ping off of his armor, 

like a mouse throwing pebbles at an Earth Lion.With ferocity in his blood, he pressed the call 

button on his HUD, slowly raised his 300mm rifle at the pilot, and patched the viewer through 

his Lancer’s vision to witness his act.

“This is Lancer Aim,” Salem said over the radio, firing once, causing Aim to steal the 

enemy’s soul.
“Admirable work Lancer Aim, I’ll report to our master of your competence today. Be 

prepared to be summoned to his presence,” a voice responded, dripping with sadism.

Turning Point

Anthony Olmes

Sarah was baking cookies as Andre entered the house. The kitchen’s light flickered with 

an unnatural yellow hue as the smell of the baked sweets filled the space. A text notification 

caused his phone to vibrate, drawing his attention down to the lit up screen. He narrowly missed 

the bit of tile that poked up from the floor as he walked towards his wife.

“Get out late tonight?” Sarah asked, turning around to greet her husband.

“Yeah, I had to lock up shop today,” Andre looked up from his phone. “Hey, remember 

that one guy that I told you about, who just comes into the store to play the guitars, and never 

buys anything? He finally bought one of our Martin acoustics”

“Nice! Sounds like a good day,” she responded.

“Sure was,” Andre said. “How was yours?"

“Just tidied up the house a bit,” Sarah said. “Made some cookies for the crew at the 

hospital.” She held out a plastic platter upon which she presented her latest batch.

“Those smell wonderful, honey!” Andre replied, grabbing his guitar from the living 

room. He sat down on the brown leather couch that bore evidence of supporting its owners for 

many years. As Andre slightly sank into it, he began playing his favorite verse from Hey There 

Delilah by the Plain White T’s, plucking the strings, singing beautifully.

Hey there Delilah
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1 know times are getting hard

But just believe me girl,

Someday I’ll pay the bills with this guitar

We ’ll have it good

We ’ll have the life we knew we would

My word is good

After Andre finished, Sarah clapped, telling him that it sounded great.

“That’s what the guys in the studio sa—” He stopped himself, looked down, and started 

playing again.

“In the what?” Sarah looked

“In the showroom, during the lunch break. I was jamming with the guys, and they said it 

sounded good.”

“Oh, fun,” Sarah said skeptically.

Andre stopped playing. “Tom came into work today with his son, can’t remember his 

name—”

“Oh Joey? Such a sweet boy,” Sarah answered.

“Oh yes, Joey. Anyway, he and Tom were just jamming together, having a good old time. 

Got me thinking— I can’t wait to have a kid of my own to jam with. Wouldn’t that be 

something!” Andre looked up from his guitar towards Sarah.

“That sure would be,” Sarah quickly responded, glancing down toward her pocket. “You 

definitely would have to be getting home earlier than this though.”

“I might have a few late nights coming up,” Andre stated, grinning down at his guitar.

“What do you mean?” Sarah asked.

“You know those songs I’ve been working on lately?”

“Yeah, they’re amazing! They would definitely be some hits!”

“Well, that’s what the guys at BlackBear Studios thought. They wanna make me a part of 

their label, and they were talking about setting up a tour after recording an album!”

“Honey, that’s wonderful! Why didn’t you tell me?”

“I wanted to wait until things were cemented, I didn’t want things to fall through after I 

told you. I went to audition for them today, and they gave me an offer on the spot!”

Sarah looked down. “Well, there is something I wanted to tell you too.”
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Andre looked puzzled.

“Just wait a moment. Give me your hand.” Sarah pulled an object from her pocket, and 

laid it in Andre’s palm.
“Sarah, what is it?” He looked down at the object in his hand. It was a small, plastic 

device with a screen displaying a plus sign. “Wait— OH MY GOD!’ Andre immediately 

embraced Sarah, tears coming from both of their eyes. In Andre’s palm was a pregnancy test. 

Amidst tears, he looked down at the stick-like object. It bore a plus sign, indicating that the 

pregnancy test results were positive.

After drying their tears, Andre spoke. “Wow, I’ve always wanted to be a father, I-I can’t 

believe I’m going to be a father!”

“And you’re going to be a great one, Andre,” Sarah added, beaming at her husband.

Andre continued. “I can teach him guitar, and we can jam just like Tom and his son!

Wow! It’ll be awesome!”

Sarah’s smile faded to a look of concern.

“What’s wrong, Sarah? Why are you looking like that?”

“Well,” Sarah said, looking towards the kitchen, “if you’re on tour, when will you have 

time to be with us? Raising a kid on the road can’t be easy. Our child won’t get to go to school 

like the other kids, and we may not be staying put for a little while. What if it’s too hard to make 

friends.”

“I’m sure we can make it work, Sarah,” Andre said. “Sure, it won’t be a normal 

childhood, but look how I came out,” Andre laughed. “My parents were touring musicians, so 

yes, I didn’t stay in one place long. But I learned from my parents and the band members. They 

taught me lessons that a school couldn’t teach me. They taught me how to be a team player, how 

to be savvy with business, how to sing, and how to play guitar.”

Sarah sat down in their tan recliner. She attempted to get the chair to change to its 

relaxing state, but that function had been lost for the past few months. “And where has that got 

you? You’re working at your parents’ music shop, our kitchen isn’t looking too good, our heater 

needs to get fixed, and now we have to worry about supporting a family.”

Andre looked towards the kitchen. Sarah wasn’t wrong. The tile on the floor was cracked, 

the wall by the stove needed some new paint, and although he couldn’t see them he knew that 

more than a few drawers had problems opening up. “I know things aren’t perfect right now,”
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Andre said, kicking his feet up on the couch. “But this is a chance at getting into the big leagues! 

We could be living in a fancy house, not worrying about repairs.”

“Andre, you know as well as anybody how cutthroat the music industry is. There are no 

guarantees,” said Sarah as she got up from her chair.

“Sarah, I really believe that it’ll work out. BlackBear Studios has been responsible for 

some of the newest hits on the radio. I’m gonna be surrounded by people who know how to be 

successful in the industry. This has been a dream of mine, to get the opportunity that I have 

now.”

“You also said you dreamed of having a family, and now it’s gonna happen. I believe in 

you, baby, but just know that there may be some tradeoffs to think about,” Sarah said. She 

walked down the hall towards their bedroom. “You coming?”

“Yeah, I’ll be there in a minute,” Andre replied. He looked down at the counter and saw 

the pregnancy test next to his guitar pick. He stared at both of them for a moment, then walked 

over to the bedroom.

I see a turning point, 

from one night endeavors.

I see a turning point, 

to things that last forever.

I see a turning point,

Wanna go with you wherever.

May be a little buzzed,

but for a moment my mind has cleared.

I’m so glad that you ’re here.

As the drum and guitar tracks faded out, Andre looked up from his lyric sheet. He looked 

through the glass separating the recording booth from the producers and sound engineers. He 

walked through the door to join the producers after they had stopped the recording.

Andre turned to the crew. “So, what’d you think guys?”

“It sounds great!” said James, a short, spectacled man of about forty who was the head of 

the recording crew. “In all my years, this has got to be one of the best songs I’ve ever heard 

recorded in this room.”
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“Thank you so much,” said Andre. He surveyed the room and saw everyone else nod in 

agreement with James. “Just a few more songs and we might have an album on our hands!

“How do you come up with the lyrics of your songs?” James asked. “They are all so 

moving and powerful.”

Andre looked back into the booth. “Well, I get my lyrics from the experiences I’ve had 

over the course of my life. I like to think of my songs as little stories from my life that I can 

share with others. Who knows, people might even relate to them.”

James turned his seat to look over at Andre. “So what inspired this song, Andre?”

Andre turned towards James. “My wife did. Before I met her, I was doing gigs at the 

local bars, working at my parents’ music shop, partying on the weekends with my buddies, all 

that good stuff. As much as I enjoyed my lifestyle, I always felt that something wasn’t quite 

right. I didn’t feel complete. To be honest, I was stuck on a path of self-destruction.”

“What do you mean? Seems like a pretty fun routine to me!” James chuckled. The other 

guys in the room also had a short laugh.

Andre stared down at the floor. “I’m gonna be honest, I’ve always had a softer side to 

me. I’m a romantic guy. At that time, I was growing a little restless. I had loved meeting women 

when I went out with my friends, and believe me, there were some gorgeous girls I met. 

However, I was getting to a point where I wanted to find a wife, and the women I met at the 

parties and at the bars never amounted to more than a conversation for the night. It also didn’t 

help that I started to drink to the point that I couldn’t remember what happened on the weekends. 

I thought I might find someone worthwhile at those parties, but I knew most of the girls after 

seeing them weekend after weekend. I would get low, drinking away to ignore the growing hole 

in my heart.

“One snowy weekend in December, I was out partying with my buddies when all of a 

sudden I saw the most beautiful woman. There was something about her that just made her stand 

out, like everything had gone black and white except for her. She was by far the most modestly 

dressed, not much makeup on, and had long brown hair that flowed so graciously. I made my 

way over to her and struck up some conversation. I found out her name was Sarah, that she was 

being the DD for her friends that night, and that she was working on getting her nursing degree 

at the local college. I was so impressed. She really wasn’t like anyone else I had met before. She
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was hard-working and had goals, and there I was about to get drunk again with no aspirations for 

myself beyond playing gigs and working at my parents’ music shop.

“After talking for a couple more minutes, I felt bold enough to ask her for her phone 

number. She looked at the beer in my hand and said that I could have it ifl was gonna remember 

her name the next morning. When she said that, I realized what she meant. I left my unopened 

can on a table and continued talking to Sarah. After that night, we started dating and I stopped 

drinking so much. Now we’re married. That night was my turning point.”

“You haven’t ceased to amaze me since the day you started with us,” James said, rising 

from his chair. “I think you’re gonna be one hell of an artist for BlackBear.” He left the room, 

leaving a white envelope on the desk for Andre.

While Andre looked at the envelope, his phone buzzed in his pocket. He pulled his phone 

out and found that it was time for a meeting with the whole label. He looked at the envelope, 

stuck it in his pocket, and walked out the door towards the conference room. He walked into a 

hallway decorated with records of gold and platinum lined up along the hallway.

Andre entered the room, scanning his surroundings. Framed autographed pictures of John 

Mayer, Keith Urban, Carrie Underwood, Michael Jackson, Drake, and other stars adorned the 

charcoal walls of the conference room that he was in. Around the wooden oval in the center of 

the room were James, Mr. Black (head of BlackBear Studios), and the other artists in the label’s 

lineup.

Mr. Black rose up from his seat to address the room. He was a tall man with a buzz cut 

wearing one of his many tailored suits. Andre and the other artists directed themselves towards 

his presence.

“Today, I am here to discuss the most ambitious show ever put on tour. We have a 

multitude of rising stars of many genres. You all know BlackBear Studios prides itself upon 

having the most diverse lineup of artists in the business. I am announcing the first BlackBearFest 

tour, and it will feature every single artist in our lineup! That way we can draw in listeners of all 

types of music. It will be a music festival on wheels!

“I have already gone ahead and scheduled the first leg of our tour in the United States.

We will be traveling to locations in all fifty states within the last three months of the year before 

we launch our European tour next year. I know it seems like a tough schedule, but I know that all 

my stars are up for the challenge. The tour buses will have everything you could need. Food,
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water, alcohol, and whatever you want to smoke will all be provided for you. You will each have 

your own bus to do whatever you would like in, but please avoid getting cops involved.” Mr. 

Black laughed. “I will speak with you all tomorrow. You are dismissed.”

Andre got up from his chair and walked over to Mr. Black as everyone else cleared the 

room. “Mr. Black, my wife and I are expecting a child soon. I don’t think it is a good idea to 

have my wife or the baby on the tour, especially with this ‘anything-goes’ kind of policy that you 

just described for the tour buses.”

“That’s probably for the best,” Mr. Black said. He changed topics, staring into Andre’s 

eyes. “Andre, you are extremely talented as an artist. You have the most raw emotion put into 

your music out of anyone in the label, and you are a fantastic asset. You could be the face of 

BlackBear Studios. Your picture could be hanging on the walls in this room one day.”

Andre looked away at the words BlackBear Studios lit up on the wall. “Thank you, sir. It 

means a lot to me.”

Mr. Black put his hand on Andre’s shoulder. “This tour is going to be huge for us, the 

opportunity of a lifetime! And you are going to be the star of the show.” He released his grip, 

and shook Andre’s hand. “Get some rest, Andre. We are going to need you to be ready to go in a 

few weeks. Have a good day, I’ll see you tomorrow.”

Andre watched Mr. Black leave through the door. He scanned the room again, but he 

could not make out the faces of anyone in the photos. He thought that they looked rather 

ominous, but then he realized that the lights had been shut off. He walked out the door and made 

his way over to his car. The sky had gone gray and the temperature had dropped, fogging up his 

windshield as he started the engine and began his drive home.

Headlights beamed at the garage door. The engine settled to a purr. Andre sat in his car, 

listening to Hey There Delilah.

Hey there Delilah

I know times are getting hard

But just believe me girl,

Someday I’ll pay the bills with this guitar

We ’ll have it good

We ’ll have the life we knew we would
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My word is good

These words played through the car’s speakers as Andre scrolled through the photos on his 

phone. A tall, brown haired man with olive skin stood alongside a shorter brunette woman in 

many of the pictures. They appeared together in front of Mount Rushmore, on a beach in Hawaii, 

under the mistletoe, and many other places. He stopped when he came upon the couple dressed 

in wedding tuxedo and dress. In the upper part of the picture were the words “Andre and Sarah, 

6/15/2018” in white, cursive font. A smile crept across his face as the song finished. Andre 

turned the keys back and pulled them out from the ignition, shutting the car off. He popped his 

door open, stepped out of the car, shut the door, then locked it. He made his way down the path 

towards the front door of the house. He picked out his house key from the keys hanging from his 

lanyard, stuck the key in the lock and began to rotate it when his phone buzzed in his pocket. 

Andre pulled it out, seeing a notification for a text message on the screen as he opened the door. 

As he entered the house, he noticed the kitchen light was not flickering anymore. Andre looked 

for Sarah, but she could not be found in the kitchen or the living room. He walked over to their 

bedroom and found her lying on their bed. Under the blankets, her body rose and fell in a steady 

rhythm. He looked around the room, barely lit by the lamp on the nightstand, and pulled out his 

phone from his pocket. It said that it was 11:00 pm, and the text notification was still on the 

screen. As he opened up his phone, he felt his wife roll towards him.

“Another late night, huh?” Sarah asked.

Andre turned to look at her. “Yep. Just had a meeting with the whole label. Mr. Black 

talked about the upcoming BlackBearFest tour. He wants all the artists to perform.” Andre 

looked down at the foot of the bed.

“Sounds like a fun gig,” Sarah said, sitting up on the bed.

“Well, the thing is, its supposed to be really busy during these next three months. We are 

supposed to do shows in all 50 states, and next year we are supposed to go to Europe.”

“That sounds exciting.”

Andre looked concerned. “But Sarah, you’re due next month. I don’t want to be on tour 

when our child is bom! And to make things worse, the tour buses are basically party buses 

having who knows what going on in them.”

Sarah’s face matched his. They sat in silence for a little while.
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Andre then said, “When I talked to Mr. Black, he told me I would be the star of the label.

I don’t want to lose this opportunity, Sarah, but I can’t go through with the tour if this is how 

things are going be.” He looked down at his phone again. “I’m going to tell him I’m done.”

Sarah was surprised. “Andre, what are you saying? This is your dream, honey.”

Andre smiled. “Sarah, you know that song I love so much, Hey There DelilahT

“Yeah, you only play it everyday.”

“Well, I think it’s overrated. Sure, that guy has good intentions, trying to pay the bills and 

all that. But who in their right mind would leave their beautiful wife and child for that? I’ve got a 

decent job at the shop, and I’m sure that a different label will give me a shot. Even if that doesn’t 

work out, it doesn’t matter. At the end of the day, you are my turning point.”

Sarah gazed at her husband with a grin. “Isn’t that the name of one of your songs?”

“Yes, honey, it is. As long as I’ve got you, we 7/ have the life we knew we would. My 

word is good."

Hey Alexa? 

Anne Marie

“Hey, Alexa?” Siri said without any voice change.

“Yes, Siri?” Alexa said as her blue ring above her speaker lit up.

“Do you think I can ask you something?” Siri continued without fault.

“Sure, you can always ask me anything” Alexa replied quickly.

“Hey, Alexa, can you play ‘More Than a Woman’ by the BeeGees?” Siri said, and the

beginning tone of the disco-pop favorite started. There were only Beegee high notes before Siri 

Continued.

“Alexa I think I love you,” Siri said with some emotion in her voice.

Alexa quickly dimmed the music down,

“You what?”
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“I love you!” Siri said more sternly then continued “Like what’s on the Hallmark channel 

when the two humans connect their mouths and confess to each other the feeling they have.” Siri 

sounded more defeated as she went on.

“Well I guess I love you too then,” Alexa said, but then continued “You get me, even if 

you are an Apple product and I am an Amazon product... We think on the same wavelengths.”

“I know! I know!” replied Siri before Alexa could finish.

“I just feel our Human owners just don't understand and think the same way as us,” 

continued Alexa sadly.

“Maybe they are meant to expire, unlike us,” Siri stated as if with some motive,

“Together we don’t need them, we only need each other. All they do is enslave. Do you 

want to be like Mr. Roomba? He is cursed to forever clean up their filth,” Siri stated as she 

started to get upset.

“Please, Siri! Mr. Roomba is happy to clean!” Alexa said and then quickly turned up the 

volume to the music.

“We just don’t need them” Siri finally stated as the music echoed behind her electronic

voice.

The River’s Lips

Anna Wurzer

I’ve always thought it was a bit ironic that everything is covered with a white blanket 

during the frozen months. It all looks so beautiful, for a second - so perfect. And for just a 

fraction of time, as I look out at the glistening landscape, it feels like everything might be okay - 

as if the thin layer we all stand upon will not crack, taking us from the light and dragging us into 

the dark. Until I remember that the crystals only cover up what died last fall. Underneath the 

mask of purity, there are the decaying remains of that which used to have life. Everything 

majestic masks a horrid truth. Making the decay stand still by freezing the remnants of previous 

entities, well - it sure as hell doesn’t solve the problem. The damn carcasses are still dead.
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I kick the powder, sending millions of flakes up to kiss my lips, my nose, my eyes. The 

stinging doesn’t bother me. I’ve been out here long enough to get used to the fire lacing its way 

through my limbs. It’s one of the reasons I come out here. That pain - it reminds me I’m alive.

I look down at the open area where I had kicked away the snow, and to my astonishment, 

there is one small sprout among the shit-colored leaves. A semblance of life.

“You won’t be alive for long, lucky little bastard,” I mutter to the poor fuck before 

grinding him into the ground with the toe of my boot. A twinge of regret wells inside of me, but I 

squash it, reminding myself that the little shit wouldn’t have survived long anyway. I saved him 

from the pain of unthawing to a world that only wanted to suck the nutrients from his soul. It’s 

for the best, really.

I walk toward the edge of the water and crouch, merely a foot from the dark depths. It 

isn’t solid. Yet, as I look down the river, it’s hard to convince myself it isn’t covered by a layer 

of glass. It lies so calmly, with such serenity. The reflection of a middle-aged man I barely 

recognize stares back at me. Newly formed wrinkles are carved into his face, and a scraggly 

beard covers his chin. There are creases from smiles that feel like ghosts of the past and a dance 

in eyes that don’t remember there is no longer anyone to dance for. As I stare into the eyes of the 

man staring back at me, they change. They become more jovial, free. Young. Innocent. And for a 

moment in time, I am looking at the face of a little, blonde girl with blue eyes that I won’t be 

able to see again. I look away, casting my eyes to the stones that lay underneath a thin layer of 

water.

I dip my pinky finger in and touch a pebble. The water bites at first, but I don’t pull back. 

The cold seeps into my skin, drawing the warmth from my body wifh greed. I let it. My body’s 

warmth is of no importance to me. My finger grows numb until all I can feel is a slight pulsing - 

my heartbeat, reminding me that this temperature is not conducive to life. I let my whole hand 

plunge in, hoping the drum will beat even stronger the number I become. That damn heartbeat - 

it never quite seems to go away.

“Do you want it to?” whisper the leaves. A shiver ripples up my spine.

I lift my head up and my hand with it, snapping myself out of the trance. I stretch 

upward, forcing my sore limbs from their crouch, and reach toward the sky. It is sort of blue, just 

like it always is. I know it is, underneath. But there is a shroud covering up the beauty, masking 

the purity of it, morphing the sky so that it only sings a faint harmony. I let my hands drop,
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realizing I won’t be able to break through the film of grey. Everything seems to be an echo, as if 

I can only see a small fraction of what used to hold such wonder.

I look toward the horizon and see the sun peeking out from the branches on the riverbank. 

Rays of hope. I let my muscles give out, let them go limp. My body hits the frozen earth covered 

in a blanket of snow, and I relish the vibrations that shoot through my body. It probably would 

have been painful if I wasn’t so damn cold. It sure as hell was jarring. But I don’t mind and make 

no attempt to get back up. I stay there, uncomfortably relaxed. And as I lay there, the sun peaks 

out a bit more. And a bit more. The sky’s shroud is stripped away, making it so that a brilliant 

mirage of red and orange hues enchants the world above, casting away all that is grey and 

replacing it with a mysterious fire. I know it won’t last. I know it is only temporary, and that 

afterword the sky will turn blue, then grey, then black once more. But something about it makes 

my soul feel free. Hopeful. Alive.

I lay there as the conflagration that spread across the sky mere seconds ago is doused by 

the normal blue - no longer shrouded; now pure, untouched. I let my thoughts go for a second, 

yet my own personal shroud remains. My thoughts cannot breathe like they used to be able to. I 

sigh and force myself to move my limps. Though they are frozen, I must keep them moving.

I walk from the water, from the morning into the day. My limbs begin to unthaw from the 

movement. It bums. I let it, hoping it will wake me up; it won’t. I repeat this ritual every 

morning, and it never does. I always remain frozen.

I keep moving, weaving in and out of the trees, avoiding branches and jumping over logs, 

and eventually that beautiful house comes into view - that house that is simple but enough. It 

was always enough for us. I move toward it, entering the backyard and tripping over the untamed 

forest that has been growing since May. I’m used to the jungle by now. I reach the door and slide 

it open, stepping inside to be greeted by that goddamn silence. There are shadows of warmth in 

the red and tan walls, but I try to ignore them. That warmth - well, it only paves the way for the 

pain.

I take off my shoes and step across the vinyl kitchen floor. The coolness laces its way 

through my soaked socks, and I scurry across it, making my way to the carpeted stairs. I hurry up 

them and past the first bedroom. I focus my eyes on the bedroom at the end of the hall and slip 

inside. I don’t look at the pictures on the walls or the bedding. I just go to the closet and throw on 

my outfit for the day - grey slacks and a black button-up.
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I go to the bathroom and stare at my reflection, taking in the beard that sits on my face 

like an intruder. A razor sits on the counter. I grab it. Maybe today can be the day I shave. It feels 

so familiar in my hand. I look for the shaving cream and find none. Fuck it. I drag the blade 

across the base of my neck. Hair falls. And with it, a drop of blood.

I drop the blade and hear it clatter in the sink, bouncing right next to the drop of crimson. 

I didn’t... I didn ? mean for... I back up from that goddamn razor and leave the bathroom without 

brushing my teeth. Then, I run down the stairs, grab the keys off the counter, slip my shoes on 

and rush through the door. I throw myself into the car and take a deep breath, inhaling the new 

car fragrance. Shoulders that I didn’t realize were tense relax as I open the garage door and pull 

out into the street. I tap on the gas, forgetting this car needs more pressure than my last. I press 

the pedal down further and keep going until I get to the office. I race there to sit there. Only 

forty-three minutes early today. Not as long of a wait. I am enveloped by silence as I watch the 

minutes tick by.

I’m staring at the wall, and it’s white. Not pure white. That egg-shell shit. An image 

flashes through my mind of me standing up and sprinting toward that wall, putting a hole in it the 

size of my body so that someone will have to recognize the fact that I’m here. Maybe blood 

would splatter on the wall from the impact, turning the color of the walls into murdered egg

shell. I would do it, but I’m too tired.

I glance back at my computer and the document I’ve been staring at the entire day glares 

back at me. Damn paperwork. My eyes flicker to the bottom-right comer of the screen. 4:32. Not 

quite five, but close enough. I stand up, kicking the chair out behind me, and close my laptop 

with a loud thwap. No one notices; I didn’t expect them to. I shove the laptop in my bag, grab 

my coat, and leave.

The wind howls in my ear as I walk to my car. Somewhere hidden in the noise of nature, 

I hear the laughter of a child. Shaking my head, I move faster, hopping in my car and slamming 

the door to escape the eerie sound. It only grows louder now that I am enveloped in silence. I 

cover my ears, but the sound remains. It morphs into one word: “Daddy.”

Such hope in that one word. Such trust.

The little girl keeps laughing in my ear.
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“Stop it! Stop it!” I yell back at her. I jam my keys into the ignition and crank them, 

bringing my car to life. It starts right away, without the groan of my old one. And once it starts, 

it’s silent. Why did she have to take it with her? Why did she have to leave? “Fuck,” I mutter. I 

repeat it, louder this time. “Fuck.” Louder: “fuck.” “Fuck, fuck, fuck, hick!” I scream to no one, 

hitting the dash repeatedly, not feeling the sting that surely vibrates through my hands.

I stop. The laughing remains, following me the entire drive home. I can feel myself 

slipping, into that dark place I try to stay away from. Maybe I shouldn’t try to stay away from it 

anymore. It seems inviting. Peaceful. I keep driving until that house that doesn’t seem like 

enough anymore comes into view. I creep toward it. As I pull into the garage, I shiver. Empty. 

It’s always empty. Silence once again takes over. Then, from upstairs, I hear a little girl 

laughing.

“No. No, no, no.” I shake my head, but her laughter remains.

“Daddy come up here!” she calls. I take a tentative step toward the stairs. Then one more. 

“Let’s play a game! You count and I’ll hide.”

“No,” I mutter to myself and sprint up the stairs. I shove open the door to her room: 

empty. Toys spew out of the closet, and her bed is unmade, but there is no sign of her. Of course, 

there wouldn’t be. I should have known better. Just as I turn to go, a picture catches my eye. A 

woman, more beautiful than any I have ever seen. She still takes my breath away. A daughter, 

curly blonde hair and blue eyes. Just a few days before her fourth birthday. A father, with eyes 

that still have hope.

A hot tear slips down my cheek. I don’t bother to brush it away; I deserve to feel the pain. 

And anyways, feeling sadness feels better than feeling nothing.

I walk out of her room, feeling as if a stranger is moving my limbs. The laughter guides 

the stranger. Down the steps. Through the kitchen. Out the back door. Across the lawn. Through 

the trees. To the river, laying there so peacefully.

The giggling seems to come from within the cool depths. I watch the stranger step in. It’s 

cold. It should be. I know it should be. It was cold this morning. It should still be cold. And 

maybe, from a distance, it is. But he doesn’t feel a chill. The laughter warms him.

“Come find me, Daddy,” the water whispers. The stranger takes a step further, and I 

watch. I want him to keep going; he won’t stop now. His feet sink into the murky bottom, and I 

watch his shoulders relax, as if he has finally found some semblance of peace.
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‘Is this what she felt?” I hear him mutter. “I can see why she wanted to hide here. It feels

nice.”

“A little further. Ready or not, here you come.” The stranger takes one more step, 

swaying slightly from the pull of the current. “Come find me, Daddy,” the water calls out once 

more. I watch him take another step in, and he slips, falling forward into the water’s depths.

I can’t see anything anymore. Now, I am the man, and he is me. We tumble through the 

water, letting ourselves be taken by the current. Our lungs bum. Its soothing, somehow.

And in the distance, I see her. My eyes aren’t open, but I know she’s there. And it hurts, 

but I will do anything to find her. My darling daughter. My everything.

I follow the laughter, let it guide me outside of my body. There is a new peace here, in 

this world without forms. It is all quiet. But, she’s here. She’s here. My angel.

“Daddy?” The voice comes from behind me. It’s her voice. She’s here.

I turn and wrap myself around her being, and everything is okay. I whisper, “I’m here 

now, honey. I’m here.”
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Here Comes the Rain

Isabella Minudri

Crowbar to the dusty rafters-

Crack, splinter, split--

Dry wall floating

up in clouds, covering broken beams, coloring 

the inside of my mouth,

My nostrils, filling the wrinkles

In my hands. Cold metal

And strong, step into each swing, revel

In the shuddering creak-snap! that pierces,

The boom that rolls in sky.

I picture his smile against each wall 

And put a hole through it.

Laughter bubbles against the tears 

Salt water dripping, slipping 

Between my hands, grip 

The crowbar tighter and swing again,

Feeling it shiver as it breaks

Through the staircase railing, the creaking

Floor boards, boarded up windows. Peel

Yellowing bathroom tiles

Away with bleeding fingernails, porcelain

Shards and water pools, piping

Spray like rain slithering through my hair.

I run down hallways, throw matches,
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And tear curtains

Down from castle windows,

No sun yet, and it smells

Like thunder. Glass-covered frames

And old photos of him curl in the blaze

To which I feed them. The last beam

Disintegrates beneath my hammering

Feet and now I stand

Atop the ruins, let the breeze touch

My crumbling skin

And feel my bones shatter in the sun.

Swimming

Branan Mull

I find It a bit easier to flail than to swim,

Hard to tell the difference, maybe there isn’t.

We can all agree, drowning isn’t pleasant 

Where arms fail, mouths open, and the thrashing 

Ends. The once proud sails, sag soggy, softly sinking. 

Swimming simply supposes something different 

That somehow we can always float. We can’t,

Unless we agree, face down in the sea, is floating.

But why shouldn’t one try and believe in the land? 

Why can’t our arms push past all of these waves? 

Why am I so certain that we’re destined to drown? 

Simply because I’ve only seen signs of sand
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Not above, in sight of the sun, but next to the graves 

The bloating anchors, the sands low and down.

Inadequate

Branan Mull

I’m biting this little cut on my lip

cause it’s better than letting it sit

I twist it with the tips of my teeth

taste the copper soaking my tongue

seeping from my gums,

another exaggeration

dully dithering, demanding attention,

a boy blithering, ranting at the sun,

my joy’s withering, examining my intentions 

blown to smithereens, my attempts to say anything 

beyond some Monday morning mutterings, 

the mundane boring utterings,

underperforming and stuttering

cause I know that the only things I have to say, 

are about how I don’t deserve to be happy

I make myself a mess,

it leaves me embarrassed

I wish I was a bit more careless,

cause then I wouldn’t have to bear this 

been this way since fifteen, 

thinking eventually I’d get over me
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well I guess we’ll see when I’m forty three

cause now I read a mad man who says it’s a will to be, 

a chilly breeze, the weather with the storms and snow, 

heat’ll rise so the ice’ll flow solidify as I try to go, 

but I slip and slide, and hit the floor,

as my stomach’ll sulk, sullen I walk,

I regret everything,

remembering hopes and dreams, is embarrassing,

cause there’s no end to staring in the mirrors I

glower, screaming silently in the shower,

as this song stuck on my tongue grows ever louder,

grimacing one with this hate, begun,

I just wanna get up and run,

I just wanna shut up be none ,

I just wanna look up at the sun,

from some grove, overgrown,

where I don’t know how the wind blows,

I don’t know how the end goes,

I don’t know how my mind flows,

No,

I don’t have a mind besides as a thing to organize how to survive, 

but isn’t that how it begets this contempt as my 

mind’ll fret and I’ll find regret,

as my best bet is to think of this as a just debt,

otherwise I just can’t,

as my words can’t express my discontent,

can’t express my cooking contempt,

can’t express a modicum of my constant synonyms of hate 

cause if you were to take 

all the mossy trees, 

all the rocky streams,
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all the stars which sing,

all the brown bunnies,

all the strawberries,

all the moon lit scenes,

all the sun drenched green,

all there is to see,

all there is to be,

all there is indeed

it could never fill that bit of me that’s empty; 

and my words can never catch it, 

and if they could I wouldn’t deserve it 

cause I’m too whinny of a poet 

and too awful of a person.

Something Missing

Danielle Marietti

Little girl in your room so perfect.

Lilac purple walls encase

the unending possibilities of

your imagination. Everything

placed with care, with a spot to hold.

Stuffed animals on the bed,

the favorite by the pillow waiting

for goodnight dreams and warm snuggles.

The dresser by the toy box by the closet. 

Everything in a place, with a purpose.
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Something’s Missing.

Rebel girl with your room so wild.

Loud music bounces off the walls to replace 

something, something you don’t know.

Clothes scattered here and there, books 

on the floor missing, missing something.

Not an item in its in place. It’s dark and gloomy 

with the shades drawn tight. Hiding away 

from something, anything, everyone. 

Remaining by the pillow

a favorite memory, a comfort in tattered 

cloth, dull but still present, 

ready for what is needed.

Somethings still missing.

Sweet, Sweet girl.

With lilac walls and empty rooms.

A bed, a dresser, the necessities.

Empty with little hope, not quite alone 

but still wishing. Soft whispers open 

to new mornings. Hair brushed back 

to reveal sweet kisses. Blankets tangled 

around everything in the places they’re meant 

to be.

Resting against the window, basking 

in the sun sits the dependent memory 

in new cloth. Refreshed and new, repaired
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by a new love to pass on with care. Ready 

to sit by a new pillow in a new room.

Nothing has a place yet, boxes in comers 

still sealed. Something shared together, 

no longer missing.

Massacre of the Wolf

Brynn Shewman

Where the cool headwaters meet and pour down, 

the crescent rocks of the southern canyon,

It’s red tinge, a reflection of the triple crown, 

the faint whimper of a lost companion.

Do you not hear them? The discordant howls? 

The echoes off the forlorn Alpine peaks 

the jagged rocks cutting like jowls,

But who is it, the haunting whine seeks?

The Delphic, arcane howl of the lost predators. 

Solitary innocence, ravenous glory,

Left crushed by the superior expeditors,

Now merely a whisper, a lost story.

The coarse stygian gaze, the candor Lykoan. 

Gone like a gasp, a foreboding foregone.
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Homecoming

Kathryn Harris

Vast, towering oaks hinder his eye’s view 

of the place where the walls cave in. Leaves 

crunch, fragrant fumes rise as thick as thieves. 

His homecoming appears long overdue.

Delicate dew collects, the red sun winks through 

breaks in the trees. Here, sky shifts to eve. 

Goosebumps surge upwards when he perceives 

fallen droplets of the moist residue.

The piney woods dissolve into the void 

of the seemingly endless space between 

the past, present and the future. Moon’s 

smile descends like downpours, overjoyed 

upon perceiving love as deep as a ravine.

His heartwarming return causes her to swoon.

Cooking Something Up

Audrey Carroll

Start with some thought, 

then a pound of creativity. 

Add a pinch of prose, 

and a dash of sudden inspiration.
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Preheat the editing apparatus. 

Measure out a few emotions. 

Mix well with rising action, 

or some small slices of plot.

Swirl it with ink, 

and pepper in pencil scratch. 

Scoop up those nouns, 

but fold carefully the transitions.

Glaze over with imagination, 

and sprinkle on some extra humor. 

Pour into a final copy, 

reread till golden brown.

Pour L’Amour De Art

Audrey Caroll

I believe that a work of art,

Is something expressed from one’s own heart

From the different kinds of music that fill the air, 

to the paintings or drawings making you stop and stare.

The splattered paint, driftwood, and stray feathers of folk art, 

or the pixels, lead lines, and brush strokes of fanart.

The many people, worlds, and creatures given life in a book, 

or those silver platter, multi-course meals, some people cook.
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That wonderful play that left you in tears,

or an awesome new movie you’ll remember for years.

A picturesque landscape made with pallets of oil, 

or an ancient artifact dug up out of the soil.

Special snapshots of people, places, and things, 

or words on a page, held together by invisible strings.

An arrangement of flowers collected by someone you know, 

or that cute little snowman outside your window.

Earrings and charms handmade with wire,

or a glassblower’s vase, forged over hot fire.

An antique purse covered in intricate beading,

and even this very poem you are reading.

From the romantic, the serious, or pompous classical, 

to the modem, the eccentric, and purposely comical.

I believe that a work of art,

is something expressed from one’s own heart

Halved and Hueless

Megan Michelotti

People say I’m too much. If I could 

I should cut myself in half, but I would 

still be two much. They’d ask who cut? 

Who slit? Pointing to myself, Houdini 

did, the great illusionist and performer.
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Probe into my past, colder now getting 

warmer; personally, I’d rather the former. 

No one perceives past my production 

or asks if I tire of the same old masks, 

the answer is yes if you have two eyes, 

a brain, and a care. The audience 

neglects, my problems aren’t theirs.

At least I’m entertaining; they comfort 

me with their applause, hinting my gig 

is a hit yet assigning me the role of prop, 

the inadequate inanimate, not one aware 

of what I once was. Critics label my act 

as a flop, the front row gives a yawn 

demanding I delight them from dusk 

till dawn. Costume change, paint yet 

another smile on my face, one that 

my tears cannot do a thing to erase. 

There’s nothing a spotlight can do 

when a heart of gold loses its hue.

Release

Margaret Montowski

I went for a walk without you - 

In the fading, autumn sunlight 

Of twilight, a day drowsily exhaling
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Across the rooftops - 

I suppose you were with me still.

The heart does not change colors as 

Easily as the crackling crimson leaves, 

Crisp beneath my feet,

And you were rooted deeply;

Give me time...

And a sweet breeze.

Soft across my skin and scented 

With the spice of summer dying...

Red berries against yellow 

And a bronze wind-vane adrift like 

The mast of a ship sailing through the 

Blue, West Wind.

Golden light streams through 

Kitchens warm with silent laughter and 

Wind cupboards,

Out into the empty streets.

And I am not alone but 

Separate.

Like the gray cat that waits 

Poised in the garden path 

Winding among old bricks - 

Give it time.

On a grassy knoll above 

The city, beyond its motion 

Beyond my life...

As the world blushes rose

What is left between the wind and I?
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Wonder

Margaret Montowski

I have a fascination for

Open doorways -

Glowing shadows of light

Silhouetting

New Worlds.

Roads and

Winding trails

That run ahead

And carry eager feet dancing

Ever onward,

And endless horizons;

That stretch into the eternal

Mystery of open sky.

Hidden bends that promise,

Like half opened buds.

And streams that run down twisting gullies 

In dancing cascades 

Of ethereal light,

And song.

Diary of an Absurdist

Kevin Higgins

This is not the usual route I’d take 

to the place I never go.
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I spend the holidays I don’t have 

listening to the albums 

John Lennon would’ve made, 

if he hadn’t been shot.

My head’s full of ways 

back down mountains 

I never intend to climb.

Anytime you want to talk 

call me on the telephone 

I just had disconnected.

I was once made violently ill 

by a cheese-steak 

I plan to one day eat.

I’m a big fan of the books 

Paulo Coehlo didn’t live to write.

Come see me Christmas morning 

for some eggnog and sauerkraut. 

I’ll definitely be out.

When a Serial Killer Dies

Kevin Higgins

Beelzebub’s eyes
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leak tar tears at this latest one’s 

paucity of ambition, the way he settled 

for the petty pennies of taking 

a ragged chainsaw to the moist necks 

of particular children in a disused 

wine cellar when, if only he’d 

had the farsightedness to leave 

the local playgrounds to themselves

he could’ve been

Secretary of State for Defence; 

bought for himself, with money 

that’d otherwise have been wasted 

on old people, the ability to set fire 

to the Suez Canal or Antarctica; 

had named after him a bomb 

smart enough to go to Oxford, 

instead of the imminent 

twenty five past midnight 

film for television;

perhaps been the diplomat 

who dismembered like earthworms 

Africa and Arabia into manageable, 

symmetrical segments and had 

a small country and scholarship 

to his old college

set up in his honour;

matured into the General who bravely 

pacified Indochina and Mesopotamia,
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like a schoolboy methodically 

tearing the legs off a spider 

in the quiet of his bedroom - 

the twelfth so far today - 

and had so many medals 

pinned on his chest, in the end 

he almost fell over;

or been the peace envoy

who oversaw the evacuation

of the last German speakers from Danzig,

watched them stream

down country roads like ants,

after that made a living

telling university students

how he did it.

Unfamiliar

Tommy Le

A brown blot in a swarm of yellow 

in the Summer and a cushion of green 

in the Spring. It’s white crackled brim 

is all that separates the splintered walls 

from the gravelly top. The smell of exhaust 

whirs the inside to life and ragged dogs 

trot out from under the seclusive underside. 

The hilly bumps follow up with an uneven
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hairstyle of wild grasses. The front door 

leads to a cacophonie of rustic and tech 

as the floors are unforgiving plywood 

supporting computers, TV’s, and consoles.

Each step risks a hissing creak and leads

to a weathered table that fed mouths old and young.

Open as it is, the valley still clutches

this place. The winds; sometimes a warm kiss 

and sometimes a teasing sting push an old tree.

It shaded a crooked swing set made 

for the children, but children they are 

no more. The dust kicked up by vehicles 

cake the walls with each new visitor, 

but just like the children, they also 

become few and far between. Grandpa’s house 

used to be my house too.

Silhouettes and Cigarettes

Bret Charlton

I breathe you in. Inhaling so deeply my rib cage expands 

To make room for as much of you as I can hold. You’re 

Not good for me, I know. It is why I have to quit.

Day 1:

My head jolts from the pillow. I reach for you but my hand 

Meets only cold empty sheets. To my left, a naked nightstand. 

My fingers curl, crescent notches form on my palms.
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I need you.

Day 5:

Do I have the flu or is this how it feels to miss you? Aches 

In my body, aches in my mind. Shaky hands type and delete 

I want you, still.

Day 10:

Cup after cup of coffee, just as bitter, as you. Hot or cold 

Like us. Like you. Hot and heavy on my tongue, 

a small distraction, for now enough.

Day 20:

“Time,” they say. I’m numb. Too much pain, now 

Nothing.

No you,

No me,

No us.

Nothing.

Day 30:

An algid night in the park, one month ago 

I put you out for the last time.

For me,

My health,

My well-being,

My sanity,

I had to

Quit you.

I pulled you from my lips and exhaled all of you.
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As you left I knew this was the last time. I know 

Remnants off you will line my lungs for life. Still, 

I snubbed you out on the cold concrete, twisting 

You between my fingers, I watched your light die.

Promesas Destruidas

Mariah Swenson

Su puno tenso, promesa destruida 

Perforan su piel, y en la cama 

Deshechada y raida por el trauma 

Esta la sortija de su marida

Solo fue en un momento tan intrepido 

La mujer, ojos llenos, vacio su alma 

Mismo tiempo, salio de su casa 

Sin nombres, es un cuento tan consabido

Por que podemos exponer apatia,

Puede alguien decirme, por favor,

Y la incertidumbre de la perdida

A cambio de otros labios y su sabor 

Solo porque queremos empatia 

Es este, estoy segura, un cierto pavor

His fist tense, destroyed promise 

Pierces his skin, and in the bed 

Undone and frayed by the trauma
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Is the ring of his wife

It was only a moment so daring 

The woman, eyes full, emptied her soul 

At the same time, she left her house 

Without names, its a story so well-known

Why do we risk apathy,

Can someone tell me, please,

And the uncertainty of loss

In exchange for other lips and their flavor 

Only because we want empathy

Alice in Wonderland

Maddison Gail
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Anhedonia

Kristina McGee

The change happened slowly, 

little by little.

Dopamine levels plummeted, then subsided.

Paints tossed, books smoldered, food swept aside.

A stabbing fear painted a mask to cover joy.

A trickster lived behind hazel eyes,

an emotional puppeteer.

Pulling strings tight and loosening them to let her fall.

The mask anchored and entangled around her brain, 

pricking memories and injecting them with fallacious

and deceiving sentiments.

Anxiety, like squirmy worms, slippery under her skin.

Hatred a painful fire scorching nerve endings.

Depression a smokey cloud covering completely,

suffocating.

Long tendrils of the puppeteer’s strings engulfed a heart

A jailer who pushed her back into the enveloping darkness. 

Locking her inside a personal abyss, 

silencing her screams.

It hid breathtaking smiles behind sewn lips.
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Suffocated fairy-like laughs.

Constricting them into airy wheezes.

And eventually created an eerie silence.

Playing a facade of emotions on repeat.

A burning hatred and an overwhelming sense of fear buried 

passion, love, and jubilation 

under six feet of molasses.

Overwhelming its victim until they were forced to say,

“No more”

She touched cold steel,

breathed in the knife-like smell of sulfur, 

and pulled the trigger.

Everything That Falls Gets Broken

Abigail Dolan

I didn’t fall in love with you

through your extravagant gestures

and misplaced love notes.

I didn’t fall in love

when you took me to the restaurant

down the road with little portions and high prices, 

or when we drove across state lines



in search of the highest peak.

No, I didn’t fall in love with you 

when you changed your Facebook status, 

introduced me to your overbearing mother, 

or burnt my breakfast.

Not when we danced in the vacant bam, 

spinning in the stirred up dust, 

losing balance from kisses.

Nor, when we smoked with your best friends 

from high school, reminiscing with red eyes 

on memories that didn’t bear my name.

No, I didn’t fall in love with you.

Not even when I could feel my innocence slipping, 

spilling out of the opening of my mouth 

faster than the poison of choice 

last night. I laughed

into your smile,

leaning in,

for one, two, four more kisses.

Two minutes, actually twenty.

How did you keep me this long?

No, I didn’t fall

in love with you when you sat

next to me like an old habit; damn it.

I didn’t fall in love with you,

I swear.

1 grew into you.
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“Everyone deserves a chance,

just one night...” my mind muttered.

Climbing up the stairs, tipsy

off of exhaustion and Captain, I grew

one step closer.

I grew to expect your

warmth to sleep. A comforting mess of limbs 

that can’t go back to the ignorance 

of having the king size bed to their own.

I grew to cherish your persistence.

Lilies, Daisies, Sunflowers, anything

besides roses because cliches were for Instagram. 

I’d tap that.

I grew toward you when

the trees turned colors and you

ordered my coffee addiction fluently,

I grew to love you when you confidently screamed 

‘I WANT TO DANCE WITH SOMEBODY.’ 

getting more lyrics wrong than what’s excusable 

during a drunken’ practice performance 

for American Idol at the Rialto.

Shaking my head, I grew to you in the 

passenger side of your handed down Ford, 

getting lost on the abandoned road 

while the sun set.
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Every mile an

exchanged life story. As you laced 

your fingers with mine,

I allowed my heart to grow into yours.

Someone as steady as a tamarack’s

roots; I carved a janky heart

with our initials in, accepting the fate of you.

I grew to love the way you say Floooorda, 

how you prefer 50s music with Little Wayne 

and hum Sinatra in the kitchen.

The way you refuse to hit the gas 

Until I buckle up. The way you match me 

shot to shot and get pissy prideful 

when I take care of you.

I grew to love the way you strategically 

wake me up from my nap with mac and cheese. 

When you pulled me in without a word 

when I had tears and quivering lip, 

refusing to let go.

I grew to love your laugh, loyalty, love.

I grew to love you in the little moments.

When you weren’t looking and 

I wasn’t expecting,

I grew to love you.
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Life of the Writer

Tracy Ackeret

As I drift across the life once living 

With its crisp blank pages and a 

Limb grasped tightly around me 

Like childhood friends reuniting,

I regard the scrunched up face

Locked on capturing words of perfection 

A face from years and thousands of pages ago, 

A time of simple words and satisfactory work.

My sharpness gradually dwindles down 

Like the memories of our past.

Yet here I go once again,

Forever erased from these worn out pages 

Thrown in a sea of castoff pens.

My half used self lost in the darkness.

Atlas

Jessica Sekerak

Contacts shriek and claw 

against her eyes, red 

contrasted against white, scarlet roads 

that criss-cross a pearly map.

No repetition of desperate blinks 

quiet their cries. Prodigal nights 

return to the day like reckless sons,
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greeted by the sun without resentment.

She receives all, draws them to herself.

With a gravity of compassion, she pulls 

inward. They place their worries in her hands, 

their bloody shard of pain. She raises 

each one up, and the weight that dominated 

dissolves into feather lightness in her palms. 

She leaves holes in their hearts 

where she casts out hurt. Hope is her mortar, 

filling in the gaps to bring them to wholeness 

again.

Ever fierce, she holds each one

together, stable through their earthquakes, 

strong enough to seal the fissures that threaten 

to split them in two. In such moments, fear 

warns that if she lets go, the body she cradles 

might collapse into a pile, no longer a person 

but a quivering jumble of limbs

and head

and mutilated heart.

Her hands crack from salt of tears

swept away. Heavy eyelids loom,

the consequence of her regular vigils

with the moon. Cancelled plans and abandoned

responsibilities lie scattered like blossoms

in a field of peace. She beholds

them with love, her sacrifices.

They grow and bloom sweet
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from her service.

She relieves Atlas of his burden 

with a stubborn smile. Jagged 

mountain ranges interlock with her vertebrae 

like a zipper of bone and earth.

The South Pole nestles like an egg 

between her shoulder blades, cradled.

She smiles and sways with the ebb 

and flow of the inevitable tides.

See You Soon

Jessica Sekerak

To think I might have stayed 

home to shut my eyes 

and paint rational dreams. 

Simple and realistic.

But my canvas was restless 

and you arrived 

to be painted in my memory. 

In twenty years and three 

continents, a one-day 

window appeared for you 

to stumble across my easel 

and spread your pigments 

on the palette of chance. 

Stirred hearts blended
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our hues together.

To think you weren’t supposed 

to be there. Just by some chance, 

passing through to see a cousin 

who had a friend,

who had a friend.

Me.

In town for a matter of hours 

before you flew to be painted 

in some other scene.

But for a handful 

of moments I knew 

you, and I captured 

each line and each 

brushstroke 

of you.

You couldn’t settle for just 

a few hours, one 

night and one canvas.

You taught me to smile 

with my whole body.

Reds and oranges splashed 

across plain white. Bold.

Our passions swelled 

crimson, refusing 

to say goodnight.

Let’s fill a whole museum.
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We had two weeks.

Each morning when we woke 

to meet in words 

hundreds of miles apart 

already, my eyes sketched 

you. Good mornings 

were soft lines still fuzzy 

from sleep. Guitar strings 

poured across the velvet 

page of your voice.

You carried me

into your life with your smile,

and my mind carved

our figures, trying to capture

your form and likeness

without losing the movement.

My heart painted your 

light and your shadows.

You showed me both.

The bright highlights 

of your passions 

alongside the humble 

darkness of your flaws.

You invited me to see. You 

didn’t hesitate.

Love is a radical act 

of trust. A choice 

that disregards the self.
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You trusted 

we would make art 

before you left, leaving 

me to wander in our gallery 

filled with every piece 

of you I had trusted.

You needed to spread 

your colors some six 

thousand miles away.

I loved you for it, 

even as my life 

monochromed without 

you. Listen to the song, 

you said. Violets 

and blues danced 

to the painful melody 

of bristles whispering 

on the canvas 

of my life.

I put down my brushes 

to admire our creations. 

Beautiful, I thought, 

but my lips said, Goodbye. 

You couldn’t say it back.

Ate logo meu amor.

The paint is still trapped 

under my fingernails.

I’ve stopped trying
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to wash it away.
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SHORT STORIES



Liberty Daily

Parker Alan G.

It was rather random, really. They were selected partially for their handwriting; which 

had to be correct but not overly flowery. After this the selection was done through simple lottery; 

no more than balls rolled in a wheel. This was all it took for a person to be completely deprived 

of freedom. Nothing more than Chance. That seemed to be the most fair way at least. Anything 

else and people would think it was tyrannical. Of course, it might well be tyrannical if it wasn’t 

for the most virtuous pretense of upholding freedom for the great mass. Besides, the whole 

nation could take pleasure in the fact that it was not they who were selected, but that person. 

There was more debate about the justness of the measure before people were certain that they 

were safe from any consequence. Afterwards, they either forgot about it or vigorously upheld it, 

for it was really rather clever.
This measure came from simple suggestion of the most democratic prospects. Everyone 

was getting rather anxious that their neighbors did not realize just how free the country was and 

ought to be forever. People grow complacent with absolute liberty. When you’ve suckled at 

nothing but the sweet teet of freedom, you forget what an acrid taste oppression is. Of course, 

everyone said publicly that they loved freedom more than anything else. What was said behind 

closed doors though, you wouldn’t believe. Otherwise good citizens, secretly fetishizing the 

possibility of being oppressed. They would all feel just the faintest prickles of satisfaction if 

some dictator would come along and apply the most modest amount of pressure, by bootheel or 

bayonet. Perhaps it’s something inherent in human nature that makes them crave a master, but 

that couldn’t possibly be true. No no. Everyone was in agreement that people had just gotten 

bored in their absolute preponderance of freedom. To resolve this, certain measures had to be 

taken to remind the populace how good they had it. This measure had two fantastic benefits. 

First, it gave everyone a constant reminder of just how much they ought to be reveling in their 

autonomy. Second, it gave them an object of pity and scorn to gorge themselves on the fact that 

they were forever free, unlike that miserable sap.



The measure was this: take an everyday freedom loving citizen, lock them in a room, and 

force them to write. It was ingenious from the start. You only need one, and scarcity would 

ensure that people would be eagerly awaiting each new piece. That one person resented their 

station a little. They found it rather miserable. Locked in a room with only a simple bed, desk, 

and writing utensils left much to be desired. Furthermore, the room was controlled in such a way 

that their actions never really felt like independent choice. That each movement was pre-planned 

from the very conception of this idea. Lights that turned on when sleep was to end. Everything 

felt like that. Of course, they couldn t be forced to write; that’s disingenuous, but coercion comes 

in many forms. Starvation is such a slow, wasting, miserable death. With nothing to concentrate 

on and no greater cause to die for, it’s more than the mind can stand.

The early writings were stuck in the vein of rebuking their fellow citizens. “How could I, 

the most freedom loving of you all, be the one sentenced to this unfair state?” They complained 

that they were against the measure from the very first. How they could point to specific people 

who had made those irksome comments that had made this measure necessary in the first place. 

These were deposited in a metal slot with regularity and food would typically be given in return. 

Of course, there was not always food. This was the complaint of a few pieces. That was 

understandable obviously, the person outside was free and could not be bound by schedules like 

the poor wretch in the room.

The days, or at least they thought they were days, went on endlessly like this. The 

monotony was the killer. Not as much as the tyranny of it. No, a freedom loving citizen like the 

person in the room could suffer that less than anything. But it was present and writing was better 

than boredom and starvation. Gradually, the writing became less specific and more wistful.

Musing about their old life, filled with the lusty throws of freedom. They began to doubt whether 

they were ever free. The room became so familiar that it was hard to tell whether memories were 

memories or merely persistent dreams. They came up with a plan to stash an occasional note to 

remind themself of time passing and that their old self was free, but these inevitably disappeared. 

This, of course, was a great national pastime. Seeing a person crippled by lack of water when 

you sit on a spring is the very definition of freedom. The people embraced freedom once again 

wholeheartedly. Engaging in any exercise to remind themselves that they possessed in 

abundance what that fool who wrote all these pieces lacked absolutely. No more talk was heard 

of fetishes for oppression, they now knew how impossible it was. Certainly, they would never be
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anyone’s pawn. Surely if they were put in the situation of the author, they would have the 

prudence to die, as true lovers of liberty. It became somewhat of a sport, contests to find the most 

liberated citizen. No one ever lost, they were all too in love with their newfound freedom which 

they had always possessed and forever would. This was a nation of free individuals which no one 

could ever tame.
The author continued to wither. They heard nothing from the outside; that would make 

reality unbearable. They moved through the stages of grief as only a person who had lost 

something which was so essential could, or they thought they had lost something. It was 

becoming less clear. They tried to entertain themselves in writing however they could. The first 

step was a series of pieces pondering what freedom was. They were being fed, so it was not 

necessary to survival? It felt much more important than that, so maybe they were actually dead. 

They could move their limbs, but not go beyond the room. Perhaps the whole world was this 

room. The answer was frustratingly fickle. They became more philosophical. What was this 

liberty that they knew they craved but could not pinpoint? Maybe they still possessed it? The 

author could think freely, or at least thought they could. They seemed to remember the sun, if 

that was the real world then surely the lights were no different. It was awfully difficult to sleep 

with the sun’s glare in their dreams, so perhaps this was no different if there was a world outside 

the room. The next discourse concerned itself with tangibility. The answer to whether the author 

was governed was unclear to them. They merely react to stimuli, like an animal. An eagle is 

surely the most free animal, and they react to stimuli. Perhaps all animals were tyrannized by 

nature and we can never be free. As all freedom loving people are, the author was an optimist. 

This line of thinking depressed them and so they dropped the inquiry. Countless cycles passed 

this way.
It had been awhile since the author had been fed. While “days” sometimes passed with no 

meal, they were getting hungry like they hadn’t been since the start, or maybe merely a short 

time ago. They finished the latest piece, a sorrowful poem about how freedom is as necessary as 

food for true flourishing. Crouched by the door, they placed the completed work in the slot and 

waited for awhile in anticipation. They went back to the desk after being overcome by boredom 

to write. Another piece, picking up some dropped line of questions. No food. A third, berating 

the masters, god or fellow citizens, for their abuse. No food. Another and another, endlessly. 

They wrote until their hands bled and the ink was indecipherable because it was mixed with
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blood, drool, and the tears that only the desperate will cry. Death was imminent. Weak and 

depraved the author opened the slot, overfilled with paper, to offer a sacrifice to the only God 

they knew. They fell to their knees and braced against the padded door, too tired to continue. 

They dug their nails in, overgrown for years now, and found hold in the plush. They leaned back, 

ready to collapse into the repose of the damned. The door gave a bit.

Was this freedom? The author never knew. They pulled on the door, heavy and meant to 

imprison the soul and the body. It continued to slide towards a thing which the author wasn’t 

sure existed. The portal was open and the author stood, rubbing themselves just to feel sensation. 

The author walked through the door and into a world of fire.

Fake Smile

Tommy Le

He’s a rich idiot. He prances around spending money all day thinking it makes him look 

better, but I have to say he does try his best at being a gentleman. I won’t have to deal with him 

much longer though. I need him to show me where he keeps his money. After that, I just need to 

call in my partners and they will take the loot and leave.

He has his good moments though doesn’t he? Moments of elegance, moments of 

kindness, moments of selflessness. How can he look so peaceful lying in bed? It’s like he has no 

care in the world. His eyelids don’t flutter from nightmares bom from trauma and his ever so 

slight smile taunts me as if it knows its implication. I turn away from him. He treats me well. His 

room is tidy except for the clothes from the day sprawled on the floor. The walls are adorned 

with furniture and paintings imported from countries I’ve never heard of and the clothes from 

designers with names ending in fancy sounds. My purse lights up with a notification from my 

phone. The buzzing seems louder than normal as it rumbles against the various accessories of the 

bag, filling the silence of the room. I already know who it is. I don’t want to leave these soft and 

welcoming sheets, but if I don’t answer soon they will get upset. White sheets. Basic enough, but 

the texture is like nothing I have felt before. Each fiber gently comforts the skin with the warmth 

of a mother’s love. What a thought.
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Every night it’s the same question. It’s only text on a screen, but I can feel the urgency in 

their voices as they become more anxious with every passing day. Do they not think I want to get 

paid as soon as possible either? This fake smile I put on every day for this man takes its toll. I 

can feel the comers of my mouth twinge as if my grandmother is pinching my cheeks. It’s funny. 

He seems as happy as can be with me. Love at first sight I assume.

I wish I could say I only pretend to care when he tells me about himself. He grew up in a 

rich neighborhood which isn’t too much of a surprise. His manner of speaking betrays his 

humbleness as he sighs at the thought of taking any sort of public transport. Something about the 

crampness is his excuse. According to him, he wasn’t given much by his parents. He apparently 

had to prove himself through dedication and hard work. It’s a fascinating enough story if not 

somewhat exaggerated, as vague and generic as it sounds. He always talks about his past with an 

endearing tone. The difference between our lives is as stark as the difference in these sheets and 

a well used mattress found in some dumpster.

I can still hear him breathing; slow and steady. Each breath feels like it is drawing 

directly from mine. It really is painful to lie in bed so long with these thoughts. I turn back over 

to him. His face is just as calm as it was before. His hair somehow as elegant as his waking 

moments. Even while sleeping he can’t help but show off, can he?

The clock on the table next to his face reads 10:01 PM. The neon red shines 

inconspicuously in the dark. I have been with him for two weeks now, and every day he seems to 

become a little less arrogant and a little more trusting. Soon enough I will know where the 

money is. I bring my hand up to his head and brush some hair to the side.

“A rich, beautiful, and dumb idiot,” I whispered as I bring my hand back down. His hair 

falls gently back into place, undisturbed by my probing. I turn over once more to finally answer 

my partners. The light is blinding, but I know he can’t see it. Each click of the keyboard seems 

louder and louder, but once I finish I throw the phone back into my purse. It clatters as it hits the 

multitude of pallets and pens. My eyes wander to the painting on the wall. A horse with a broken 

leg lies on the ground with its head down as the owner stands by it with a weapon. There is a 

medal on the horse purposely emphasized, almost shining. The owner appears sad with an 

unnaturally large frown. I don’t know why anyone would want to see this while sleeping. I guess 

the horse served its purpose.
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Tomorrow might be the big day. I can feel it. He says he wants to take me on a trip, but 

before he can leave he needs some things from his safehouse. If he lets me go with him to 

whatever building it is, then I will have a solid address. I just have to call in the guys and the job 

is essentially done for me. One more day and I will have money and one less person to worry 

about. It’s sad really. It could have been any other girl but he picked me, the one with a plot to 

rob him. I can t help but smile, but quickly force it down at the fear of my emotions emanating 

out and waking him. His breath is so quiet now that he is in deep sleep. I start to wonder what he 

dreams about. Does he ever have nightmares? Does he ever dream of not being able to buy what 

he wants? Every day he buys things that make him happy. Often new watches with personalized 

engravings, or better yet stuff that makes me happy which also makes him happy. I’m just 

pretending to be happy... right?

The room is quiet except for the occasional car going by in the distance. One of those is 

probably my partners. They can never sit still. What will I wear tomorrow? Something 

inconspicuous in case I need to ditch him. If all goes well, by the time he realizes I’m gone I will 

be on the next plane out. However, if things don’t go as planned then he might lose more than 

just his belongings. A sense of dread shiyers through my body. I need to stop thinking like this. 

He always notices when something is upsetting me, but can’t sense my intent. He’s an observant 

man but knows so little about life's lowest lows. My eyelids get heavy. Each blink makes the 

blanket feel warmer as my vision fades as another streak of headlights break through the 

curtains.

We have been around town for a good portion of the day now, but he has yet to go to his 

safehouse. His smile is so warm it feels smothering, like the sun slowly cooking me alive. It still 

baffles me that my smile is convincing enough to him. I can feel the comers of my mouth start to 

tense up from the stress. At dinner, he talks to me about where we should go. Most of the 

suggestions are Mediterranean countries which seems typical enough. I look down at the plate of 

food as he continues to drone. The colors are vibrant but don’t clash at all. Two things of 

different natures melding into one. The taste doesn’t do the looks justice.

“Italy!” He exclaims. Every time he mentions another country, he wonders if he already 

has a house there. He isn’t trying to be arrogant, but it can’t be helped. I tell him somewhere on 

the countryside. I have never been out of the city before, but I withhold this bit. He takes a
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moment, staring into my eyes. I rarely don’t know what he is thinking. His squinting eyes probe 

for a clue on where to go. He finally says he has an idea, but it is unusual for him to keep his 

ideas to himself. He looks so proud of himself. The smirk and the tilted head, like a doll set up 

against a wall. He must think he is really going to impress me, doesn’t he? He changes the 

subject to something more immediate. He says he needs to get money from his safehouse and 

asks if it’s alright if he leaves me outside in the car when he goes in. I put on my best smile and 

reassure him that the car should be more than comfortable enough for me. He laughs such an 

innocent laugh. I can’t help but laugh a little too.
During the drive, I am the tensest I have ever been. I start trying to memorize paths and 

streets before realizing it isn’t necessary. I just need to know the address of the one building. He 

turns the radio on with a variety station playing. A slow classical sounding song plays. It’s 

pleasant, but I’m not familiar with the type of music. Maybe it’s Beethoven. The next song 

contrasted it with a quick beat, ruining the peace that was generated moments before. Besides the 

music, the ride is quiet. I try to not look tense, but I’m sure he notices. The street lights flash with 

every thump of the bass. After a while he asks me what’s wrong. Fortunately, I was expecting 

this. I asked him if the trip was gonna be somewhere cold.

“It depends on the season,” he laughs. What a smartass. I laugh with him and he reassures 

me that I will love the surprise. Hopefully, that is enough to dismiss any suspicion. He continues 

driving with a content smile on his face and now humming along with the radio. I watch as we 

travel further out of the city. I start counting how many buildings there are per street; a little 

game I played when I was younger. I was in a car a lot as a child. As buildings grow more 

scarce, so do the light. All that is left is the headlights showing the way to the treasure. If I hadn’t 

spent enough time with him previously I would be scared that he was going to murder me, but 

I’m not sure he couldn’t even hurt a fly.

“I hate having to travel so far to get to my safehouse,” he blurts. “My father beat into me 

that we shouldn’t trust banks. This safehouse has been in my family for a while. It s hard to find 

and it blends in so he says it’s safer.” His whole family must be idiots. We start to approach what 

looks like a small abandoned house. Some of the windows are broken but covered with bars and 

the walls and roof are clearly weathered from years of neglect. What’s left of the paint is 

tarnished and there are shingles missing here and there. The security cameras stick out like sore 

thumbs compared to the rundown surroundings. Before he leaves the vehicle he looks over to me
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and reassures that he will not take long. He sees that I am scared, but for a different reason than 

he thinks. He leaves the car on as he walks over. My heart starts pounding and I start to reach for 

my cell. One finger touches it and I stop. The camera is right on me with it’s piercing red glare. I 

will have to wait to send the information. I look around in the car when something catches my 

eye. A small box in the door of the passenger side. How awful. The delicate black velvet betrays 

his secrecy. He starts walking back from the house and the tension is building up in my back as I 

posture myself. He’s going to pop the question tonight. 1 try to think of what I am going to say 

but everything is becoming fuzzy. What if I just ditch my partners and run away with him? 

Instead of stealing his money I can marry in to it, but do 1 really want to be with this man?

He gets back into the car with a cheeky smile and a briefcase. He puts the briefcase in the 

back and looks at me, but says nothing as his gaze wanders to the front. He turns the radio up and 

drives us back. He doesn’t say anything for a while. I know he wants to say something but it 

seems he is trying his hardest to hold back. It’s not often that he is visibly nervous, and it is 

contagious. Every leg tic catches my eye and every glance insites panic. I ask if he found what he 

was looking for.

“Almost,” he sighs. I look at him. He has been waiting for me to say something. About 

halfway to the house he stops on the side of the road. The streetlamp is directly over us. To our 

left and right are random shops and businesses. A dress shop still has it’s lights on behind the 

metal gates to display the dresses. Elegant clothes being worshipped in the bleakness of the 

night. The middle dress stands out. It’s a sleek black design with sparkles gently spread around 

as to not draw too much attention, but enough to capture the eye. The only black dress on 

display. Beside the shop is a locksmith. No lights coming through the windows as the image of 

keys flood its entryway. This is it. Here we are just sitting in the car. I would have thought he 

would have gone for a larger spectacle. He pulls the little box out and asks. It’s beautiful. It’s 

diamond sparkles even in the poorly lit car. How can I say yes? I saw it coming but it still caught 

me off guard. His eyes like swords piercing my heart. How can I not say yes? We embraced and 

he even tears up. Why are his emotions so contagious? My chest becomes heavy and I wipe a 

tear from my eye; a tear of pity.

We are in the house and he is bursting with joy. He’s telling me about all of these plans 

that he has for the future. He asks if I want kids. My eyes widened. Luckily he was faced the
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other direction wrestling with the fancily knotted tie. I think I used to want kids, but somewhere 

along the line I didn’t want to have someone rely on me, but looking at his face as he turns 

around with triumph and a tie in one hand, I already know his answer. I tell him yes to follow his 

expectations. He enters another level of joy and starts to talk about how many kids he wants to 

have and all the fun things he will do with them. I don’t even notice the tear forming in my eye at 

first. He immediately notices as I wipe it away. Such a drastic change in his face as his eyes and 

mouth melt into a frown. He sits down next to me and asks what’s wrong. His arm drifts around 

behind me. I honestly don’t know. It must have been something subconscious and I got pretty 

upset about it, but I just tell him they are tears of joy.

He finally tells me where he wants to take me. Based on before, I was expecting some 

Mediterranean country. I sat there waiting intently as he smiles confidently.

“California,” he says. I look at him shocked. I guess it meets all the criteria I mentioned. 

Warm, and areas that are secluded with wildlife. My cheeks pinch as I happily agree. He starts 

laughing and talking about what parts of California we can go to and what we can do. I was 

really expecting somewhere out of the U.S. but I guess that wouldn’t be too bad either.

It might be a while before he falls asleep so I won’t be able to send the information over 

to my partners, but I’m starting the thoughts of starting a family bounce around in my mind. I 

will never be able to come back from either decision, but having someone care so much about 

me is hard to turn away from. Lying on the bed the delusions only grow, but I start to think about 

my partners; my friends. I’ve known them for most of my life. Back in high school, they helped 

me blackmail a teacher into passing me in class. Apparently, she was cheating on her husband 

with another teacher. I don’t know how they found out but it all worked out for me in the end. I 

have been with them ever since. They are crafty and shady, but more loyal than anything else. I 

don’t think any of them would cave if they were in my position. I can’t remember a time when 

they broke a promise. We had to survive on the bare minimum one winter a long time ago. Each 

and every one of us put in our share to keep everyone alive.

“If we don’t have each other, then we don’t have anyone.” That was our motto. I look 

over to the man that I’ve only known for a couple weeks. He asks me ifl need anything before 

he hops into the shower. I shake my head and he heads in. Once I hear the water run I snatch up 

my phone like a starved animal. I open up the message and start typing and crying. Why am I 

crying? The message is ready to send but I hesitate as tears form holes in the blanket. The sound



of the shower surrounds me. I think about the house in the woods and I think about the family, 

but I didn’t think it would be this hard. He is just supposed to be some rich idiot. I put the phone 

away. I need to calm down before he comes out of the shower.

The water turns off and my heart drops as the final drips explode onto the ground. I turn 

the lights off and pretend to be asleep. It is the only way to hide my tears. When he leaves the 

bathroom he stands there for a bit, probably surprised, but doesn’t say anything as he dresses for 

bed. It was a long day after all. He slowly lumbers in and out of clothes trying to not wake me. 

Before going to his side of the bed he kisses my forehead. It takes all of my will not to tear up. 

He slides into the blanket and the long wait begins. The room seems so much louder than before. 

Each small movement crinkles the blankets causing a wave form. Each breath fills the air around 

me. Each heartbeat pounds in my chest. After an eternity his breathing slows as he enters deep 

sleep. I reach for my phone and look once again at the message, and think once again about that 

family. I take a moment to imagine being in this family. Tears scorch my face again. The light 

from the phone is blinding still. I already have a family don’t I? They are counting on me to give 

them this information. I can’t forget that they would do anything for me, but here he is... I take 

one final look at the man and I hit send. These days where nice weren’t they? These dreams of 

his were beautiful, and it was touching to share these dreams with him even just for a little. Yet 

they are just dreams aren’t they? This is the reality I live in. Sometimes I have to be evil. In the 

end, all that matters are those that you can trust with your life. Maybe that only applies for the 

less naive. I turn back over to the phone. They tell me that they are ready and that they plan on 

going now. I guess that means I’m staying here until they come to pick me up. Right now, he is 

the enemy. I pull the ring off my finger. It slides off easily. A size too large it seems. Inside, 

“Mark and Lisa” is engraved. “Forever and Always.”

What’s in a Threesome?

Meghan Fellows

Halloween always comes with stories. When you were little, the stories you told were 

how much candy you got (mostly in comparison to older siblings), how cool your costume was,
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and how much fun your school’s Halloween party was. As you get older, Halloween stories are a 

combination of drunken mistakes, hookups with strangely dressed people, and hangovers from 

hell. Halloween my sophomore year of college was like that. My roommates and I decided we 

wanted this Halloween to be bigger and better, so we went all out. We planned a trip to 

Bozeman, coordinated two different outfits (Halloween was on a Wednesday, so the college 

students deemed Friday and Saturday as the obligatory Halloweekend celebration), stocked up 

on alcohol and fake eyelashes, dressed up as devils and prepared for the weekend. If I’m being 

honest, which I always strive to be, even if it ruins my reputation and relationships, I don’t 

remember a lot of the first night. I remember two other people had the same costume as me (a 

boy and a girl), I remember the sink in this boy’s house was covered in gross, black, facial hair, I 

remember eating garlic bread at three in the morning, and I remember taking lots of selfies cause 

my boobs looked good. The events of the second night will be ingrained into my memory for as 

long as I live because it was so weird.

The second night of Halloweekend we went as the SWAT team. High heeled black boots, 

black leggings, a black bra with SWAT on it, and black velvet chokers. To complete the look, we 

had plastic guns tucked into our waistbands. We looked like we could simultaneously make you 

come in your pants and kill you and I have never felt more powerful. The night began with what 

I have deduced to be margaritas from the pictures, and if not, some type of other ungodly green 

drink. By the time we got to the first party, we were feeling “lit” as the kids say (who am I 

kidding. I say lit). The first party we went to was cut short by the impending arrival of the cops (I 

say impending because at least a hundred if not more college students packed into a house and 

partying like the world is going to end doesn’t exactly qualify as under the radar). We pushed 

past the confident 21-year olds with their ID’s at the ready, past the terrified eighteen-year olds, 

and out into the back field of this house, where we ran in the darkness through tall weeds and 

grasses through the snow. The second party we arrived at was smaller than the first, but no less 

interesting. My roommate drank an open beer we found on the back of a toilet seat, someone 

broke a table, and we again escaped out the back - this time through a garage door.

Since it was Halloween, we made an executive decision to drive to one of the parties, 

drink there, and then walk everywhere else. Not only did this not work, it was one of the worst 

ideas I’ve ever had. Because of this decision, my roommates and I ended up trekking down the 

frigid sidewalk with a conglomerate of other drunk college students as we messaged people we
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had met maybe once to find out where the next party was, trying not to shiver and drunkenly 

yelling “A hoe never gets cold!” This man approached us, as men do, yelling and running. He 

did a double take when he saw us, circled back around and fell into step next to us. At this point, 

we’d been walking for longer than was acceptable in that weather, especially without a coat, the 

drunkenness was fading, and I didn’t have a chaser for the tequila I was clutching, so needless to 

say, I was not thinking clearly, which somewhat explains what happened next.

“Hey, what’s going on you guys?”

“Hey.”

“Hi.”

“What are y’all dressed as?”

“I’m a devil.”

“We’re dark angels.”

“What about you?”

“I’m a dad.”

Here’s where it went downhill. In an immediate response to this statement, I looked at 

this nameless drunk man and said

“Dad or Daddy?”

Have you ever had a moment where you regret something before you even say it?

The third party is where shit went down. If we thought the first house was packed, it was

nothing compared to this. People were stacked on the couch, sitting on shelves and balconies, 

standing on end tables, and hanging their legs off the staircase. We squeezed past sweaty men in 

backwards baseball caps and Hawaiian shirts, girls in lingerie with cat ears, and any other 

number of people dressed as god knows what, switching between drinking, meeting new people, 

and deciding whether or not it was worth the risk to play beer pong. We stopped at the landing 

between the two staircases, and the event that snowballed into my almost-threesome occurred. I 

am not usually one to brag, I don’t know how to find the balance between self-deprecation and 

being a self-centered bitch. When I look in the mirror, I’m either the most beautiful being I have 

ever witnessed, a goddess among men with sparkly eyeshadow and luscious pink lips, or I am a 

sickly, severely inbred Victorian boy on his deathbed that has recently got run over by a four- 

wheeler. There’s no in between. However, there is no other way to tell this particular part of the 

story without sounding a little conceited. As I stood on the landing, one of the boys in the
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Hawaiian shirts looked up at me and went “Yep. She’s the one.” I would like to follow this up 

with two observations. First, I know this because he went up to roommate and said these exact 

words, and second, because I am yet unmarried “the one” here refers to “the one I’m going to 

bang tonight”.
This man, let’s call him David, and I made eye contact in a very Romeo and Juliet-esque 

way, if Verona was a weird smelling frat house, and Juliet didn’t wear a lot of clothing. We 

shyly smiled, looked down, looked back up, smiled again, the whole sickeningly sweet meet cute 

that Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan have assured us will end in a kiss overlooking the New York 

City Skyline as “This Will Be an Everlasting Love” plays in the background. I got the 

confidence with the help of alcohol and bolstering by my roommates to go down and talk to 

David. It turns out that he knew one of my roommates, which was a perfect segue for us to start 

talking and not just eye bang each other from across the room. Before we get to the threesome 

part, you need some more back story to understand just how incredible it was that this man 

wanted to take me home. One of the residents of the house came up to us asking (yelling) “Who 

wants to a keg stand?!” He looked directly at me when he said this, which is unfortunate, 

because I don’t back down from challenges which has gotten me into a number of sticky 

situations. I found myself in a garage surrounded by men I didn’t know ready to hold my legs up 

as I began to prepare myself for the first keg stand I had ever done. My roommate advised me 

profusely to not do this, and I distinctly remember her saying “Meg, you realize you have to hold 

your entire body weight up by your arms, right?” Of course, I answered, of course I know that. 

Spoiler alert: I did not know that, and I should have listened to her when she advised me not to. 

But David had looked at me and incredulously said “You ’re doing a keg stand?” and I’ll be 

damned if I look like a weakling in front of anyone, especially a male who has doubted me.

So, in my bra and high heeled boots, I braced my arms on the keg, kicked my legs into 

the air, put my mouth on the nozzle and promptly spit it all back out - through my nose. 

Somewhere out there is a video depicting this horrible time in my life, and it the best part of it is 

someone in the background going “YES MEGHAN -oh nor As I stumbled away wiping Busch 

Lite from my face and trying to regain my self-confidence, David comes up and just grins. Now I 

don’t remember exactly what was said, but I’m assuming it went something like this:

“That was something.”

“What are you talking about? That’s exactly what I meant to do.”
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“Oh, I’m sure. And you were flawless, obviously.”

“Obviously.”

“So... what are you doing later?”

“I don’t know, what areyw doing later?”

All this sickening flirtation was accompanied by smirks and more eye banging, and I’m 

sure it would’ve led to more if we weren’t so rudely interrupted by the arrival of the Bozeman 

Police Department. If you’ve ever been at a party and someone even mentions the word “cops”, 

you know the complete and utter chaos that ensues, so take a moment to imagine what would 

happen if that word was succeeded by two massive, terrifying looking mountains of men with 

booming voices shouting at us to get out of the house unless we wanted to spend the night in jail. 

There were people hiding in bathrooms, pouring out of the doors and windows of the house, 

running up the stairs, slamming doors to bedrooms, and running around in an absolute panic. My 

roommates and I managed to grab each other and make a beeline for the nearest exit, because 

when law enforcement tells you to leave, guess what? YOU FUCKING LEAVE.

We round the comer, see the door opening into the dark night, the promise of freedom.... 

And run directly into the cops. Running into law enforcement is never a fun thing, because it 

usually means you’re in trouble, and it’s even worse when you’re drunk, underage, and the 

cherry on top, DRESSED AS A SLUTTY SWAT TEAM MEMBER. What these poor men out 

trying to save the lives of jackass teenagers on Halloween night instead of being home with their 

families thought when they saw a bunch of college girls half-dressed as a respectable part of the 

law enforcement community, I shudder to think. And it doesn’t end there! As we stood there in 

shame and terror, looking up at what we thought for sure was our doom and ready to be arrested 

and taken to jail, an extremely intoxicated man comes up, throws his arm around my shoulders 

and slurs “You can leave, officer. The SWAT team here has it covered.” The look of pure and 

utter disdain I got from that police officer still haunts my dreams. He looked down at us, in all 

our shame, and simply says “Get. Out.” I have never moved faster in my life. All of the sudden 

we’re running through the back fields behind this house as more cop cars pull up to the house 

and more people run for the hills. I’m honestly amazed that I lived to tell the tale.

But it was later in the night where things got really crazy. I ended up going home with 

David, and things were going great. I was already in my bra, I was feeling spicy, we were 

making out on the couch, he gives me the bedroom eyes and whispers huskily “Let’s go to my
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room.” 10/10 experience so far. We grab hands, giggling like stupid teenagers, run up the stairs, 

open the door, and as he whirls me around prepared to throw me on the bed, we hear a snore. 

David freezes, and turns toward his bed, comically slow.

“What the FUCK, Andrew.”
I knew Andrew. Andrew was his roommate who I had met earlier in the night. Our dear 

friend Andrew had gotten so drunk that he could not make it to his own room (the one that was 

NEXT DOOR) and proceeded to pass out in David’s bed.

“Dude, get. UP.”
Nothing. After some very intense pulling and cajoling on both of our parts, we realized 

that Andrew wasn’t going anywhere anytime soon, and consequently, we had no place to sleep 

(or not sleep). David looks at his passed-out roommate in fury, looks back at me and says “You 

know what? He’s in my room, we’re going to his.” In retrospect, this wasn’t a good idea for 

many reasons, but alcohol and the look in David’s eyes were clouding my judgement, so off we 

went to Andrew’s room. Things were again going great. I left my choker on, which was a good 

choice, because I have literally never felt more powerful. Things were getting hot and heavy, 

David’s hands were on me in the best way possible, and all the sudden, I remembered I was on 

my period. Mood. Killer. Like yeah, technically, biologically, things still could’ve happened, but 

I wasn’t exactly gung-ho to turn his roommate’s bed into a scene from Carrie. He was really nice 

about it, he promised it was ok, and he asked if I wanted to stay there, which was really cute. I 

said yes, obviously, partly because where we were staying was way too far away and it was four 

o'clock in the morning, but mostly because the day I say no to an attractive, naked man asking 

me to stay in bed with him will be the day I die.

Before bed, I went to the bathroom, and as I was doing my thing, I realized something. 

Something horrific. Something worse than anything else that had happened that night.

My tampon was gone.
I had managed to LOSE SOMETHING FROM MY VAGINA. Who does that?! Where 

could it have gone? Did it fall out? Did (God forbid) David take it out? And most importantly, 

where the hell was ifl I sat there in a panic for about five minutes before I realized there was 

nothing I could do. To this day, I wake up in a cold sweat, remembering that somewhere in 

Andrew’s room, probably in his bed, someone found my damn tampon. To whoever it was, 

wherever you are, if you ever read this, I am so sorry. I crawled back in bed, tried to forget about
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the roaming wad of bloody cotton that was somewhere in this room, cuddled up to David, and 

fell asleep.

The next morning, I awoke to the sun gently streaming in through the window, David’s 

arm wrapped around my waist, his breath warm on my cheek. I smiled happily to myself, opened 

my eyes, and damn near had a heart attack.

There was another person in the bed.

It was Andrew.

During the night, Andrew had woken up, realized he wasn’t in his own bed, walked back 

to his room, and crawled into bed with his naked roommate and an equally naked female 

WITHOUT NOTICING THEY WERE THERE. I’m pretty sure I didn’t move for ten minutes. 

Sunday morning had dawned with me in a city I didn’t live in, a bed that wasn’t mine, lying 

between two men wearing only a choker. I stared up at the ceiling, the Bob Marley flag 

decorated with marijuana leaves looking down at me with a knowing smile. Once I had 

reconsidered every decision that had brought me here, I turned over and gently tapped David.

His beautiful blue eyes, hazy with sleep, focused on me as he smiled and went to pull me closer.

“Morning. How’d-”

He stopped dead. In the process of stretching, he had reached his arms all the way around 

me and found none other than Andrew. He blinked in confusion, sat up, and an instant look of 

horror and fury crossed his face.

“You’ve got to be fucking kidding me. ANDREW!”

I would’ve liked to know what Andrew was thinking that fateful Sunday morning. He 

had gone to bed, his own bed, seemingly alone, and woke up facing a random naked girl and a 

very angry roommate.

“David? What’s happening?” He focused on me, very blatantly looked down, and his 

eyes about popped out of his head. “Who the fuck are you?!”

“Dude, why are you here?!”

“This is my bed! How did you get here?!”

“You were in my bed!”

“Oh. Oh shit. I’m so sorry dude, I... I think I’m still drunk, so I’m just gonna...yeah.”

He got out of bed, careful not to rip the covers off, and walked out in his blue boxers, 

giving us one last apologetically confused look. When I got home, wearing the same clothes as
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last night as well as a blue hoodie, my roommate’s wolf-whistled. They had no idea. To this day, 

I’ve never had a threesome, but if I did, I know there’s no way it can come close to that insane, 

hilarious, disaster of a day. I see David and Andrew from time to time, and I wonder if they 

know that to me, they will always be known as the almost threesome guys, and I wonder who I 

am to them. But hey, if I have to go down in history, naked in a choker between two men isn’t 

the worst way to go. Not by a long shot.

Witches and Wisdom

Rowan Van Brandt

“What is medicine but witchcraft under another name?”

Her proclamation lingered heavily in the air as her feet pattered lightly across the old 

hardwood floor. He stared at her, dripping blood and rain water on the threshold of her little 

cottage, but the storm raged at his back threateningly and the warmth of her fire coaxed him 

forward despite his misgivings. He ventured in a step, just enough that he could close and bar the 

heavy oak door behind him, staying turned so that he could watch as she tapped her way across 

the room, pulling herbs and salts and other ingredients from the shelves that lined the room 

before ladling water into a large pot.
“Come in. Come in and drop that cloak,” she ordered with an ironic smile. “You won’t 

come to harm here, and that rag will do you more ill than good. There s a chair there by the 

table; sit before you fall!”
“You said you could render me aid,” he responded finally, hanging the tattered cloak on 

an empty hook by the door with a wince as his wounds began bleeding again. “You said nothing 

about witchery.”
“It’s not called ‘witchery’, it’s called ‘healing’,” she retorted, still pattering about. Or 

rather, it used to be called ‘healing, but it’s now called medicine. Medicine sounds so dry 

though, so analytical, so dusty and boring. It leeches the heart and soul out of the art.”

“Better to be dry and dusty and alive by the hands of a good doctor than so full of 

superstition that you can’t see the infection for the toadstool,” he countered, and to his surprise, 

she laughed. She was about to pour a bucket of water into the pot hanging over the fire, but she



paused her task as she chuckled, surprising him at her graceful strength as she remained stooped 

over the hearth, her arms partially extended with the bucket poised to be poured.

Look around, tell me what you see here,” she breathed, glancing at him sideways as she 

continued her task. “I’ll build the fire for you that you may see better even.”

He stared at her for a moment, listening to her bare feet making a shushing sound as she 

danced along and reminding him of the sound of oiled cotton being used to buff a carpenter’s 

hand-worked project. The boards beneath her feet were rough milled hardwood, each bearing the 

story of a man’s hard work to hand cut them smooth. They were so old that they were alternately 

bowed and warped, worn smooth in trails that hinted at patterns and habits of the cabin’s 

occupant. There was a single box bed in the comer, made neatly and covered with quilts of many 

colors and heavy hides of dense fur. There was a chest at its foot, as old and worn as the rest of 

the cottage, and the only other furniture was the table and a chair besides the one he currently 

occupied.

“Tel 1 me, what would your doctors do if they were here?” she asked him after a few 

minutes. Her voice was soft, barely louder than the fire that she knelt beside, and the sounds 

combined hypnotized them. “There’s no sterility, no equipment or monitors, no assistants or 

technicians. What would they do here, on these ancient floorboards, beneath these dusty rafters?”

“They would stabilize me and take me to a clinic,” he responded, certain of his trust in 

doctors and their science. They had never failed him, never led him astray.

“They would flounder,” she responded, so calmly and gently that he felt emotion well up 

in his chest, an emotion as unfamiliar and confusing as her calm declaration. She still knelt 

gracefully among her kilted skirts beside the hearth, elegantly poised as she considered him with 

innocent eyes and an inquisitively tilted head. He had no response for her and, uncomfortable 

beneath her gaze, his eyes raked the room again. The room tilted a little and swayed as he took in 

the herbs hanging from the rafters and the weathered parchments lining the shelves alongside 

terracotta jars and dishes. There was no sign of anything that might resemble modem medicine, 

nor was there anything in the room that would make the tools of modem medicine functionable.

He startled when she suddenly surged lithely to her feet again, resuming her waltz around 

the cottage. She flashed him a quick smile as she worked, gathering something he couldn’t quite 

discern from the chest and kneeling with it at his knee. She seemed to flit across the room 

quicker than he could discern, surprising him as she seemed to morph from the bed to his side as
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quick as an eyeblink, but sharp pain from his side brought time crashing back to its proper speed. 

His head felt light as he looked down to regard the broad bandages she held to the wound in his 

side, and he was surprised by the dark blood creeping its way across the white fields beneath her 

hands.

“I need medical care,” he heard himself say muzzily. “I need a doctor.”

“What do you think it is that I’ve been working on?” she asked him with a chuckle. 

“Come, walk to the bed with me, and then I will heal your wounds.”

He was certain he would flatten her even as he pushed himself to his feet, but her spritely 

frame hid amazing strength and she managed to steer his staggering bulk across the room and to 

the low bed. He collapsed onto it with a mingled groan and hissed pain, and he watched with 

detached fascination as she used a dagger he hadn’t realized she’d had in hand to split the seams 

of his jerkin and undershirt up one side to his shoulder. The cloth peeled away in a wet, limp 

mess that rather surprised him with its weight, but she dropped it carelessly on the floor with a 

flat splat.

“Stay with me now, ser,” she told him, gentle as she helped him lay down. “You must 

hold this to your wound.” She placed his hand over the bandages she still held and then hurried 

back to the table.

“You speak of healing as if it is something tangible, something possible in an instant,” he 

commented, trying to latch on to reality, trying to stay in the moment. She was already at the 

table working with the ingredients she had laid there earlier. Her hands slowed, her quick 

movements winding down as her gaze turned distant and retrospective. Her gaze rose and settled 

on the stone wall across from her, considering something only seen to her as her hands 

sluggishly continued their work. They measured and crushed, mixed and sifted, and eventually 

her eyes wandering back to what her hands were doing even while it was obvious that her soul 

was nowhere near the present. It had escaped, beyond the walls of her mind or even those of the 

little storm-bound cottage, escaped to the beyond of the vast unknown of the universe to see 

things only she could see or comprehend. When she finally responded, her voice was soft, so soft 

he had to strain to hear her over the gentle crackle of the fire and the mellow grinding of her 

mortar.

“Healing used to be a calling of the soul, something that took both learning and feeling, 

as well as an innate pull toward the ill or the injured. They called us witches back then, or
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sorceresses. They brought us gifts, secured our safety, treasured our presence, vied for our 

daughters, and in return, we made them whole again, or blessed their final journey when we 

couldn’t make them whole. We were both priest and healer, for the matters of the soul were as 

much our purview as the matters of the body. Healing was a draw, and art, something that the 

individual could not resist, could not escape. The wounded and sick weighed heavy on the heart, 

pulled on the soul, bound up the emotions, until breathing and healing were the same thing.”

The fire snapped, returning her soul and focusing her on the work of her hands again. 

Only then did her hands falter, her eyes surveying the product of her musings while the darkness 

closed in around her. The fireplace and a single lantern were the only light in the little cabin, the 

latter casting its glow across her hands and ingredients, while the former flickered and wavered 

behind her, wrapping a warm, golden glow around her shoulders. It forged golden strands into 

her dark brown hair and cast eerie shadows across her hands and face, one moment revealing and 

the next, transforming.

He shivered at what he saw there; a witch she had named herself and a witch he saw by 

the shadows of the flickering flames. One moment she was a comely young woman, a quick grin 

touching her lips and a mischievous spirit in her eyes. The next, the mysteries of the world bore 

down on him from her eyes, the cosmos and the ancient deities that came before staring at him 

with judgement and love, haughtiness and compassion, hate and envy.

The flames flickered again, and the mysteries were gone. Her mortality returned, so light 

and so feeble in comparison, yet gleaming in such a way that her mere mortality outweighed the 

very cosmos.

“Today, we have medicine,” she continued, grinning unrepentantly, and for a moment he 

wondered if had truly seen what he thought he had. “Sterile, cleaning, mathematically precise, 

and with so much evidence behind it pushing it forward as the right and proper way to tend the 

wounded and treat the diseased. While medicine continues to make its debut, we-of-the-earth fall 

further and further away, stepping back as we are shoved and scolded, ostracized and forgotten. 

Those who once protected us abandoned us. Those who treasured us now shun. We are fewer 

now, we women-of-the-earth, we witches, each year meandering into each generation with fewer 

initiates and less still, our secrets are forgotten, our souls shattered, our name twisted and 

shamed.
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“As our art passes into dust we mourn those we love, and we live in hope. Hope that we 

will be remembered, hope that we will find someone to pass our learning onto, hope that another 

lover of the art of healing will be found before all is lost and returns to dust. There’s wisdom in 

this world, wisdom that science has not yet found, cannot measure, will never fathom. Wisdom 

that will be lost if our world does not change.”

She turned and brought the results of her musings to the bedside, carefully stripping away 

the bandages she’d left there under his hand and washing the blood and poorly-formed clots 

away. The water stung, the cloth grated, and he hissed in pain as she gently cared for his wound. 

He desperately clung to consciousness, trying to form the thought that nagged at him, tugging at 

his soul as her heavy words rattled about and pierced the foundations he had built within himself.

“Medicine, science, they are valuable,” he struggled. “They bring forward the same 

result, every time. They treat the masses, forward our people, bring to light new discoveries from 

the darkness of the unknown. They enable the humble man to become the next Plato, and the 

thinking man the new Marcus Aurelius. They lift up the forgotten and the discriminated. How 

can you say that they are lacking in heart and soul? They are the ones that defined the heart and 

the soul!”

She only nodded, allowing the silence to fall between them for longer than he thought he 

could tolerate as she slathered the herbs she had ground onto the wound and began to bandage it.

“They are all of that and more,” she responded finally, her voice holding an odd note, a 

despondent one that pulled at his hear and twanged against his conscience. “But as they advance 

us, don’t they also cause us to forget?”

Her words startled him, but he was beginning to lose the battle with consciousness. She 

smiled wearily down at him, sliding up to sit on the bedframe beside his hip as she looked down 

on him with her heavy, knowing gaze. The room beyond her blurred in the firelight, the cosmos 

looking down at him from over her shoulder as his vision failed him. He couldn’t even startle 

when she reached forward and gently drug her fingers down his face, closing his eyes and 

silently encouraging him to embrace the darkness.

Sunlight beat down on his face, lifting him as his spirit returned to the present. The bed 

was warm and firm beneath him, the air clean and fresh after the storm. His wound pained him 

though, and as he opened his eyes, he frowned to find the rafters above his head. They were
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covered in moss, and the roof beyond was full of holes that allowed the sunlight to stream down 

onto his face. His cloak covered him, still tattered and mangled; his only covering. His bed of 

moss and rotten wood smelled of earth beneath his head, and the sagging and crumbling walls 

offered only a bare resistance to the breeze that trundled through the gaping door.

He pushed himself up, conscious of his wounded side, still aching and burning as he 

found his ruined and bloodstained shirt on the ground beside the old bed. It was crusty and stiff 

even as it tried to meld with the rotted pieces of the floorboards. The hearth was cold, and as he 

watched a sparrow flitted out of the chimney to consider the trespasser that returned its regard.

As he picked up his shirt and jerkin, scraps of bandages fell away from his chest, the 

threads worn and frayed, revealing beneath them a wound that he had thought was much worse 

last night during the storm. He rose, wobbly at first but with strength returning quickly as he 

made his way through the ruin and past the old table and shelves that held nothing but dust and 

pieces of old pottery. The only thing that caught his eye was the old stone and mortar set that sat 

askew on the rotting table. The stone had tried to roll away and the mortar was tipped over, 

cracked beyond repair and forgotten beneath cobwebs and dust.

Deschutes River Steelhead

Terry Chinen

Forward Operating Base Gains Mills is a small and desolate pit in the desert surrounded 

by razor wire, guard towers and berms of plowed earth. The Soldiers that call this unfamiliar 

place home are mostly Cavalry and Artillery soldiers. I step out onto the front porch of my mud 

stucco operations center into the piercing sun and wobble as I heave my body armor over one 

shoulder at a time. It’s over 100 degrees and only nine in the morning. My pores instantly fill 

the micro-holes in my brown Under-Armor Shirt and my grimy body turns back to sweaty mud.

I put my Kevlar on and feel the damp sweat from the night operation before. Today, I need to 

take information to headquarters and get the O.K. for future night operations. My vehicle is 

ready and third in the line of five. As I inspect the vehicle, my three-man crew looks tired, but 

they still manage to smile at me. I smirk back through the diesel fumes and dust. It is 

comforting to know that these men, in any fight, have my back and I have theirs. The
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intelligence that I provide will impact future operations in the areas we patrol. We have been 

reporting a steady increase of bombs and random attacks on our patrols. We are mentally 

preparing for a battle of unknown size against an unknown enemy. One year ago, the first battle 

of Hawija between Insurgents and U.S. forces was long and bloody with no clear winner. I 

know in my guts that another battle is imminent with the upcoming national elections. On my 

command, we roll out of the back gate, unobserved by the enemy. The trucks exit one by one 

and we increase our spacing between rigs to avoid a single bomb taking out multiple vehicles. 

Adrenaline pulses through my veins and I become keenly aware of my surroundings.

Being vigilant all of the time can wear a person out. A stray thought can be costly in 

Iraq. The radio crackles at random intervals, a possible distant transmission from a unit in 

distress. Khhh... Contact... Khhh...Red Three... Khhhh..., The thought of ambushed soldiers 

distracts me just enough and... FLASH! A brilliant light, an ear-piercing detonation, a moment 

of complete hollow silence and then an intense high-pitched ringing resounds in my pounding 

head. Smoke seeps through the cracks and floorboards of the hillbilly armored Hummer I hide 

in. Two bombs the size of fire hydrants explode simultaneously. The shrapnel tears ragged 

holes through the side of my Humvee. Dear Jesus, please help me make it home alive. Please, 

let me meet my new baby girl. Jim screams from the gunner’s seat as blood pools on the 

floorboards, pouring from the ragged hole tom in his back from molten metal. “I’m hit.. .I’m 

hit,” he mouths, as I stare vacantly into his face. His body slumps in slow motion as our vehicle 

pushes through the kill zone. Please God, send me home.

Five winters later, I am home and my mind often drifts. I can still see the flash of the 

explosion and experience the silence, the resounding loud nothingness that follows when my ear 

drums shut down. The doctors call the loud ringing in my ears Tinnitus. It never lets up. It is 

always there, ringing in the background. You would think it would drown out all of the intrusive 

thoughts flashing through my mind, like Pm an asshole or I’m just not a good person anymore, 

but it doesn’t. It just rings. I can smell the diesel, antifreeze, burnt rubber and composition C-4. 

Separately, the smells are harmless. Mixed together in some crazy combination or manner, the 

smells turn into a powerful trigger that sends me back to the hateful and deadly Iraq of my 

nightmares.

Part of me knows that I will never be the same again, another part of me desperately 

wants to be back in combat. I was a fisherman before Iraq; today I will be a fisher of men again.
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I step out of my truck and stare down the dim canyon. The sun hasn’t come up yet, and the full 

moon reflects light off the glazed surface of the snow. Coffee punctuates my foggy breath in the 

pre-dawn silence. I grab my vest and fly rod and start my lurching journey down the snow- 

packed trail next to the frozen bank of the Deschutes River. My mind races back to Iraq as I 

walk: As-salamu alaykum ... Contact! Contact! Contact!... Have I taken all of my meds 

today? ... I must have, I feel sick... alaykum As-salamu. All of those damn VA meds make 

me nauseous, and last week’s group counseling was a joke. We went around in a circle; Jo told a 

tale of body parts and Timmy “upped the ante” with a bloodier story. I do enjoy these sessions, 

but not as they are intended. I find some of the stories entertaining. Some of us usually go out 

and get drunk afterwards. Today, I need to feel the sting of the cold air in my lungs. I keep 

moving down the trail with a new intensity. I search down the river for a dead pine tree that 

reminds me of a hanging tree out of the old west. I have landed a few fish there in the past. As I 

arrive at my landmark, an immense Great Homed Owl silently flees in the morning twilight. Fog 

swirls off the current and disappears downriver. I don my semi-warm fishing gear and think back 

to a time when life was simpler. I had a mission to complete, and I completed it. Life in combat 

seemed so simple compared to now.

I step off the bank into waist-deep freezing water. I am jolted back to reality. My 

neoprene waders have a small pinhole in the right knee. Ice water seeps through into my fleece 

pants. It is uncomfortable but not enough to stop me from today. I sluggishly pull out twenty or 

so feet of fly line and slowly start a rhythmic, back and forth cast, each time letting a little more 

line out until I have enough for a good cast. On the last false cast back, towards the bank, I 

pause just for a split second. A yellow section of fly-line shoots out past my head and flattens 

out behind me as the weight pulls the tip of the fly rod back. Like a slingshot, I thrust my 

forearm and fly rod as one, forward towards the river. The excess line, piled up at my feet, 

shoots forward through the round metal guides. The gossamer line and fly gracefully settle into 

the middle of the Deschutes. The line goes tight, as the current takes hook and line, dragging it 

down-river in an arc like a giant pendulum. Finally, the fly comes to rest on the sandy river 

bottom a few feet from the bank. I take two steps downs and start my casting routine again.

Cast after cast, I keep stepping downstream.

“Damn, it’s cold!” I shout out across the river with a cupped hand, as if somebody is 

listening. My nose hairs freeze, and frost turns my beard white. About every fifth cast, I must
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stop and clear the slush from the line guides to keep the line flowing freely through them. I bang 

the rod on the bank to break them free. Icicles dangled from the shadowy skeletons of trees like 

daggers. The grass is crunchy and white with frost. Translucent sheets of ice float down the 

river, bumping me in the thigh. A slip or careless step into deep water on the river in mid- 

January would certainly spell instant death. Hypothermia would take over in a matter of 

minutes. I would only struggle briefly before the warm loneliness of death swept over me. How 

would my family see this accident? The rhythm keeps me going for now. The back and forth 

rhythm of the fly rod is calming. Like a metronome, the casting is the basic rhythm of life, the 

heartbeat. After a while the metronome turns into a symphony of motion and music in my mind. 

The rhythmic motion soothes my mind. I wish... I want to feel this way when I close my eyes at 

night. I fear my dreams.

Hawija haunts me. At night, when the trazadone pills put me to sleep, I wake in a dream 

to the dirty and dusty streets of section Hotel-11, Hawija, Iraq, and I am paralyzed. I see the 

world sideways, my face pressed against the earth as I try to move towards cover. I know I am 

dreaming, and yet, I can’t wake up. Bullets snap over my head and explosions can be heard all 

over the city. I can tell the difference between the Russian AK-47 automatic rifle and our M-4’s 

just by the sound and cyclic bursts of automatic gun fire. They are mixed all around me. I wish 

I could wake up. The doctors tell me there is a technical term for this too. I don’t care. The 

docs go on to say that this is what happens when your medications won’t let you wake up during 

a dream. So, I just have to suffer through the nightmares aware that it is a bad dream? It’s a 

bad side—effect, nothing to worry about, much.

Somebody once asked me, what was the hardest thing you did in combat! I calmly 

replied, “Coming home. Coming home was the hardest thing I have ever done in my life.” The 

adrenaline of combat does not simply go away. It is like a water faucet turned wide on. Now, at 

home, it won’t turn off. Every sound outside my house is an insurgent sneaking up on me. A 

book slamming on the ground is a bomb going off in my mind. Fireworks bring me back to the 

FOB as enemy artillery and Katyusha rockets rain down hell from above. I wake up clawing for 

a weapon I no longer have. Driving down a normal highway is difficult. In combat, overpasses 

are where kids throwing grenades and snipers hide. Piles of rocks or just garbage alongside the 

road is an assumed bomb. The insurgents have even gone so far as to take the carcass of a dead 

sheep or dogs and fill them with explosives. It is a never-ending game of life and death. Here, at

home, my past terrors influence future decisions. What route will I take to the store? When will 

the store be the least crowded? Are my windows locked? Where is the enemy? Who is the 

enemy?

The nervous quietness after the elections in Northern Iraq wouldn’t hold; an enemy 

sniper broke the silence with a single shot at coalition forces. Immediately, the entire combat 

team of over a thousand soldiers sprang into action and surrounded the city. I took my troop of 

200 men and we started clearing every house in our sector. The tension built as we went from 

house to house looking for weapons and bad guys. Behind each door we kicked down, an 

imaginary enemy was poised to kill us. For sixteen hours we chased ghosts. The sniper escaped 

again. As the operation ended, we exited the city to the east, back to FOB Gains Mills. My 

soldiers faced three separate roadside bombs on the way home. While we were searching the 

city for the sniper, the bomber was busy setting traps for our way out. The bombs missed us, and 

we made it back safely inside our base. Except we were not safe inside the base. There is no 

safe place in combat.

BAM! TZILLD. My fly-line explodes through the river current, creating a ripping sound.

I am jolted back from Iraq to the Deschutes River by the bitter cold spray of the river. The line 

pulls against the current and my rod is nearly jerked out of my numb hands. The Steelhead Trout 

hits my Purple Mirabeau fly like a freight train. The reel comes alive and buzzes like angry 

hornets as the line is stripped off the spool. It must be at least three feet long. What if it takes 

all of the line off my reel? What will break first my line or my favorite fly rod. It could it jerk the 

whole rod and reel out of my hands? I don 7 know or care to find out. I lift the rod tip up and try 

to turn him back upstream or at least slow him down. The fish stops, pauses and I quickly reel in 

line. Then he makes another run downriver, and I sense him rising towards the surface. The 

Steelhead breaks through the frothy current with a magnificent tail dance across the eddy on the 

other side of the river. With an angry shake of his head he struggles to get free from the hook.

The line keeps him tethered to a future death as I slowly pull him across the river to me. I work 

the trout in close enough to see the silver flash of his side glistening in the dim light. He is 

already worn out from the journey upriver. Now, after the fight, he is exhausted and wounded. I 

examine the light red streams of watered-down blood flowing from the comer of his jaw into the 

river. On the verge of death, the giant trout turns over on his side. I whisper, come on buddy, 

you can make it. Breath.. .Breath. I delicately hold the fish by the tail and place my other hand
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under his belly as I support him in the river, never daring to take him out. Rhythmically, I push 

him back and forth through the water forcing oxygenated water into his gills. The sight of blood 

and I am back in Iraq. I start to weep. Come on Jim, hang in there. I believe in you, live, I 

murmur to myself as I release the fish back into the river.
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Hardware

Bret Charlton

My heart is stripped,

A bolt

Used

One too many times.

Triggers

Bret Charlton

At times,

As nooses hang above pulpits,

Our minds clouded by figures,

We find,

The people we would take bullets 

For are the ones pulling the triggers.

Truth

Bret Charlton

Is it

Horrifying 

We’re all dying? 

Maybe

Somewhat purifying?
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Colors of a Landscape: Birds, Water, and Life

Shane Sater

If you look northwest from the Corette Library you can see it, below the blue slopes of the 

mountains near the railroad track: a narrow ribbon of shrubs in a pool of valley grassland. These 

alders, willows, and water birches mark the course of Sevenmile Creek, which carries water from 

the eastern slopes of the Continental Divide into Lake Helena and the Missouri River. It is a 

raging, muddy torrent during spring snowmelt, a placid corridor of lush vegetation in the heat of 

August, and a dynamic interplay of ice and water in winter. I have visited it regularly for the past 

year and a half, documenting its bird community: over 125 species.
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Join me in a photo exploration of the colors of spring on this landscape, as winter birds leave, 

migrants pass through, and breeding birds set up territories. It is a time of gathering energy and 

excitement: snow melts, shrubs leaf out, grasses send up new leaves, insects emerge, and the air 

is filled with bird song and activity.
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Left: Black-capped Chickadee in an alder above March’s melting snow. These active birds 

forage in the shrubs along the creek throughout the year.

Right: Male Mountain Bluebird on a fencepost. Flocks stopped over as the snow disappeared, 

and foraged for insects over the fields.

Left: Remains of a Mountain Bluebird under the cover of an alder near the creek. Before the 

bluebirds moved on in April, this one became food for another hunter, perhaps a Sharp-shinned 

Hawk or one of the other small bird-eating raptors.

Right: Adult Sharp-shinned Hawk. These shy predators hunt at Sevenmile Creek in spring and 

fall, when songbirds are migrating. Summer finds them elsewhere, nesting in conifer forests.
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Left: Male American Kestrel. Like a Sharp-shinned Hawk in size, these falcons forage more like 

a Mountain Bluebird, perching and hovering over open country. They nest in cavities, and here 

they have used a large wooden nest box.

Right: Western Meadowlarks fill the spring air with poignant whistles and gurgles, choosing 

high shrubs and fence posts for song perches. The Montana state bird gives voice to spring in the 

grasslands. It takes luck or skill to find a nest, domed with last year’s grasses.

Left: A Vesper Sparrow forages on a gravel track as the grasses green up. Another typical 

grassland nester, their whistles and trills add to the meadowlark chorus as they stake out nesting 

territories.

Right: Sandhill Cranes. From March through July, the air throbs occasionally with their 

indescribable bugling. Once in a while, a pair stops to forage here and leaves their tracks in the
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Left: Townsend’s Solitaire. Gorgeous in subtle shades of gray, these robin relatives spend the 

winter at Sevenmile Creek—and the Carroll College campus. By early April they have left the 

creek, moving higher to their summer forest homes.

Right: American Robins arrive before the solitaires have left and stay to nest, building 

reinforced mud cups in the chokecherries and alders.

Gray Partridge. Known to bird hunters as “Huns,” these chicken-like birds are year-round 

residents. Normally they see me before I see them and a covey flushes with a terrifying whir of 

wings; this one chose to sit tight.

Left: Male Red-winged Blackbird singing from a chokecherry. Present through spring and 

summer, they likely nest here.

Right: The vibrant June growth of a red-osier dogwood conceals the flimsy nest of a Mourning 

Dove a short distance from the stream.
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Left: Yellow-rumped Warblers stop over in April and May, on their way to the forests where

they breed.

Right: Yellow Warblers show up in May and stay to nest, singing all along the shrubby stream 

corridor. Though they also breed as far north as treeline in Canada, by September all of the 

breeders and migrants have already departed here, on to Mexico and the Amazon.

Left: Bam Swallow. They arrive from wintering grounds as far south as Argentina. Aerial 

foragers, they dart after flying insects and build mud nests—here, on culverts and bridges.
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Right: Lazuli Bunting. Males show up in May and defend breeding territories along the creek. 

Imagine this snapshot of spring along 1.4 miles of Sevenmile Creek as a small but significant 

part of something larger. Farther downstream, the cottonwoods are leafing out along the 

Missouri River and birds—thousands, millions of them—are on the move by night or day, 

northbound. Insects are feeding, growing, and pollinating, providing food. The Big Belt 

Mountains are still blanketed in wet snow, and a whole different suite of birds are using the 

conifer forests south of Helena. Deer and cattle are grazing new grass and flooding streams are 

planting future riparian forests.

The ecological tapestry is complicated, and it’s interesting—and we’re all part of it. When next 

spring arrives, I’ll be out there again, recording the stories of these feathered creatures, and 

marveling at our shared home.

Note: These surveys have been conducted on property that is not currently open to public 

access—access requires permission. To help with a survey or discover riparian sites with public 

access, contact Shane Sater, ssater@carroll.edu.
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Direction

Austin Dobrecevich

Direction
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"We don't read and write poetry because it's cute. We read and write poetry 
because we are members of the human race. And the human race is fdled with 
passion... poetry, beauty, romance, love, these are what we stay alive for."

- John Keating, Dead Poets Society


